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Abstract
Many Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) protocols require the location coordinates or a map
of the sensor nodes, as it is useful to consider the data collected by the sensors in the con-
text of the location from which they were collected. However, cost constraints prevent
the incorporation of expensive hardware components such as GPS, in large-scale deploy-
ments. GPS-based localization is also not feasible in many environments. Thus, one of
the major challenges in WSNs is to determine the coordinates of sensors while minimizing
the hardware cost. To address this, numerous localization algorithms have been proposed
in the literature. However, outcomes of these algorithms are affected by noise, fading,
and interference. As a result, their levels of accuracy may become unacceptable in com-
plex environments that contain obstacles and reflecting surfaces. The alternative is to use
topological maps based only on connectivity information. Since they do not contain in-
formation about physical distances, however, they are not faithful representatives of the
physical layout.
Thus, the primary goal of this research is to discover a topology map that provides
more accurate information about physical layouts such as network shapes and voids/ob-
stacles. In doing so, this research has resulted in four main contributions. First, a novel
concept Maximum-Likelihood Topology Map for radio frequency WSNs is presented. This
topology map provides a more accurate physical representation, by using the probabil-
ity of packet reception, an easily measurable parameter that is sensitive to the distance.
The second contribution is Millimetre wave Topology Map calculation, which is a novel
topology mapping algorithm based on maximum likelihood estimation for millimetre wave
WSNs. It utilises the narrow beam multi-sector antenna characteristics of millimetre wave
transceivers to help achieve localization. The third contribution is a distributed algorithm
being proposed to calculate the topology coordinates of sensors by themselves as two al-
gorithms above calculate centrally, which requires time. Since a topology map contains
significant non-linear distortions when compared to physical distances, two WSN applica-
tions i.e. target searching and extremum seeking, which use a proposed topology map to
localize the sensors and perform its specified task are presented as the final contribution
of this dissertation.
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Introduction
A collection of sensor nodes that are able to sense, process, and transmit information
about the environment in which they are deployed is called a Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). Figure 1.1 is an illustration of a WSN architecture [1, 2]. Sensors are usually
distributed around an environment to sense parameters such as temperature, humidity,
and smoke and transmit these sensed data to a sink node using a routing protocol [3, 4].
The sink node then transmits this information to the end user via a gateway node and
the Internet. Depending on the environment in which the sensors are deployed, WSNs
can be categorised into different groups- namely, terrestrial, underground, underwater,
multimedia and mobile [5].
One of the main advantages of WSNs is their ad-hoc nature. WSNs do not rely on any
hardwired communication links. Thus, nodes can be deployed without a pre-deployed
FIGURE 1.1: An illustration of WSN architecture
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		 WSN	Applications	Areas	
Monitoring	 Tracking	
Transport	
− Traffic	Monitoring	[14]	
Military	
− Enemy	Movements	Detections	[12,	13]	
Agriculture	
− Harvest	Monitoring	[18]	
Industrial	
− Machine	Monitoring	[15]	
Healthcare	
− Patients	Monitoring	[16,	17]	
Environment	
− Environment	Protection	[10]	
− Animal	Monitoring	[11]	
Smart	Applications	
− Smart	homes/	cities/	offices	[19]	
Transport	
− Vehicle	Tracking	[22,	23]	
Military	
− Enemy	Tracking	[21]	
Industrial	
− Inventory	Tracking	[24]	
Environment	
− Animal	Tracking	[20]	
FIGURE 1.2: Some of WSN applications
communication infrastructure [6, 7]. This reduces the deployment and maintenance costs
of WSNs [8]. Moreover, WSNs can be deployed in inaccessible places such as mountains,
deep forests, and rural areas, as they don not depend on pre-existing infrastructure [7].
Due to these unique features, WSNs have found their way into a large number of domains
as shown in Figure 1.2. WSN applications can be divided into two categories: monitoring
and tracking [5, 9]. In monitoring applications, sensor nodes monitor environmental
parameters such as temperature, humidity, and smoke and inform the end user if the
sensed value exceeds a predefined value [10–19]. In tracking applications, sensors use
infrared or ultrasound sensors to detect an intruder entering the network and track it until
it leaves the network [20–24]. At present, a large number of monitoring and tracking
applications have been implemented to serve the public and industry(see Figure 1.2).
The primary of a WSN is its sensor node, which is a small device that can be as small
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(a) Libelium waspmote (73.5 x 51 x 13
mm) [26]
(b) Block diagram of sensor node
FIGURE 1.3: Sensor node
as a millimetre scale object. This device consists of a small scale processor, memory, and
a radio [25]. A block diagram of a sensor node along with a Libelium Waspmote sensor
node [26] is shown in Figure 1.3. As seen in Figure 1.3(b), a sensor unit comprises one or
more sensors to measure environmental parameters and an Analogue to Digital Converter
(ADC) to convert the analogue signals generated by sensors to a digital signals before
sending them to the processor. Subsequently, the processor uses the data received from
sensors and information stored in its memory to perform the tasks assigned to it. It also
stores required information back in the memory for future use. The transceiver is used to
transmit the processed information to the next sensor node or to receive information from
a neighbouring node. Most sensor nodes available in the market use frequencies in the
Radio Frequency (RF) band; however, millimetre wave (MmWave) transceivers are now
being introduced into the market due to the high bandwidth demand of WSN applications
[27]. The power unit supplies power to all the components of the sensor node. Besides
this, a sensor node may have add-on components such as a Global Positioning System
(GPS).
1.1 Limitations and Challenges in Sensor Networks
Despite the numerous unique advantages of WSNs, there are some limitations and chal-
lenges that have to be considered while designning them. While WSNs share some com-
mon features with other network systems such as computer networks, the protocols used
in those networks cannot be directly used in sensor networks due to the extremely limited
capabilities and resources of sensor nodes [6]. Although with micro and nano technology,
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sensors are expected to soon become as small as a dust particle or a grain of sand [28],
sensor nodes at present are tiny devices with limited processing power and low memory.
Thus, protocols need to be developed for WSNs to address the restricted resources and
limitations of sensor networks. Moreover, sensor nodes are usually powered by AA or AAA
batteries, which limits the amount of energy available for processing and transmission.
Hence, the energy consumption for communication, sensing, and data processing in WSN
protocols should be optimized to extend the network’s lifespan.
Subject to technology trends, the number of nodes in a sensor network may vary from
hundreds to millions of nodes depending on application requirements. Therefore, ex-
tending the lifespan of a large-scale sensor network with limited resources is challenging.
Another key challenge that arises in large-scale WSNs due to their ad-hoc nature is the
ability to self-organize the network. Self-organizing implies that devices cooperate and
communicate with each other, form topologies, and monitor and adapt to environmental
changes without human intervention [29]. This requires additional informations such as
the location of sensor nodes, providing which is another challenging task.
1.2 Challenges in Sensor Localization
Self-organizing and other algorithms, such as those for target tracking and sensor fusion,
require locations of sensor nodes. Sensor locations must be included in data packets not
only for the algorithm’s decision making purposes but also to extract meaningful infor-
mation from sensed data. For an example, in an application used to detect forest fires,
if a user gets an alert of a fire in the forest but does not know the origin of this alert,
required action cannot immediately be taken. Thus, sensor localization algorithms play an
important role in WSN automation.
Either a GPS or a localization algorithm can obtain sensor location. However, use of
GPS in large-scale networks is expensive and unfeasible for many applications. Also, GPS
readings are less accurate in certain environments such as those indoor, underground, or
underwater. Therefore, accurate localization algorithms are needed for WSNs. In some
existing localization algorithms, analogue or range-based measurements such as Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Time of Arrival (ToA) or Angle of Arrival (AoA), are
used. This increases the complexity of hardware as well as the costs involved in WSN
implementation. Moreover, these measurements are highly sensitive to noise, fading, and
interference, which causes erroneous calculation of location [30]. On the other hand,
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there are some localization algorithms based on the hop count matrix- that is the number
of packet transmission hops between two nodes. Even though these algorithms do not
depend on any special hardware devices to measure range-based parameters, they assume
that the hop distance is a constant value. Thus, a node can move though different hop
distances without making any change to the hop matrix. This causes erroneous calculation
of sensor locations.
1.2.1 Topology Maps
As demonstrated, calculating the physical location of sensor nodes is challenging. It also
increases the cost of WSN deployment. Researchers have therefore started to focus on
locating sensor nodes using a topology map of a WSN. The topology map is an attrac-
tive alternative to the physical or geographical map of the network. It represents the
arrangement of nodes while preserving node connectivity. For this reason, topology map-
ping algorithms deviate from geographical localization algorithms, as they are concerned
with the arrangement of nodes and do not consider the actual physical location of the
nodes. In other words, the mapping schemes expect the relative distances to be accurate
but not the physical distances. Therefore, the expense on external hardware devices to
take range-based measurements can be eliminated and the erroneous calculation due to
communication effects such as noise, fading, and multipath can be minimized.
However, topology map calculation is challenging because the calculated map must be
isomorphic to the physical map of the network [31]. Moreover, the proposed topology
mapping algorithms do not accurately present physical layout information such as shape,
voids, and obstacles. Notwithstanding the accurate of topology map calculation, the use
of topology maps in WSN applications is a challenging task. Most WSN tracking appli-
cations are based on physical distances between nodes or between nodes and the target.
Thus, when moving from a physical map to a topology map of sensor networks, physical
coordinate based algorithms need to be modified to use topology coordinates.
5
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Related Work
Sensor localization is an important and crucial aspect that has generated significant inter-
est among the research community, as it provides fundamental support to WSN location-
aware protocols and applications. The use of GPS in sensor units has become infeasi-
ble due to economic constraints and power consumption, especially in large-scale WSNs.
Thus, researchers have developed self-localization algorithms to determine the location of
sensor nodes. Some of these algorithms are discussed in this chapter.
Prior work in sensor localization can be divided into two categories based on the com-
munication protocol used in the WSN: RF WSN localization and MmWave WSN localiza-
tion. In RF WSNs, the sensor node is equipped with an omni directional antenna that uses
the IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol to communicate with other sensor nodes. The fre-
quency band with highest availablility globally that uses this protocol is 2.4 GHz, however,
European countries and the USA, use the frequency bands 868-868.6 MHZ and 902-928
MHz, respectively [32]. In MmWave WSNs, narrow beamwidth antenna arrays are used
with the IEEE 802.11ad standard protocol. It uses the frequency band 30-300 GHz, which
allows multi-Gbps data rate communication [33]. However, MmWave communication suf-
fers significantly more from adverse signal propagation characteristics compared to RF
communication due to its extremely high frequency use. This restricts the use of local-
ization algorithms proposed for RF WSNs. In contrast, as MmWave communication uses
narrow beamwidth antenna arrays, localization algorithms receive additional information
to determine the location of sensors accurately.
Sensor nodes in a network can be located in two ways: physical localization and topol-
ogy mapping. In physical localization, the actual geographical coordinates of sensor nodes
are calculated. In topology mapping, sensors are mapped to a different coordinate system
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based on the connectivity of nodes. Both methods include some common techniques-
namely, triangulation, trilateration and maximum likelihood estimation- to calculate the
coordinates of sensors. These techniques are described in the Appendix A. Section 2.1 dis-
cusses the RF localization schemes under physical localization and topology mapping. Ap-
proaches of MmWave physical localization approaches are analysed in Section 2.2. Avail-
able information indicates that, none of the existing work has addressed MmWave WSN
topology mapping, as MmWave communication is an emerging technology and topology
mapping schemes are new to WSNs.
2.1 Approaches to RF WSN Localization
RF WSN localization can be executed in two ways: physical localization and topology map-
ping. Prior work in the area of physical localization can be grouped into two categories-
range-based localization and range-free localization [34–40]. The following subsections
provide a detailed background analysis of these two categories and their topology mapping
algorithms.
2.1.1 Range-based Localization
Localization techniques that calculate the actual positions of nodes using anchor nodes
and physical properties of communication signals are called range-based localization al-
gorithms. Anchor nodes are the nodes that know their deployed locations. The physical
properties- such as Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Time Difference of Arrival
(TDoA), Time of Arrival (ToA) and Angle of Arrival (AoA)- along with the location of
anchors are used to calculate the distance between two nodes. In the literature, several
algorithms have been proposed using each property. Some of these are discussed below.
2.1.1.1 RSSI-based Localization
In RSSI based localization algorithms, signal strength of the received packet is used to es-
timate the distance between nodes [41]. The distance calculation of these algorithms uses
theoretical and empirical models [42]. In theoretical models, RF signal transmission loss is
used to directly estimate the distance between two nodes [43, 44]. Empirical models use
a two-step process to obtain the location. First, they create an offline RSSI database using
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anchor nodes. Second the coordinates of non-anchor nodes are determined by matching
the received signal strength to a record in the database [30, 45]. The theoretical models
are simple and result in lower energy consumption. However, RF communication effects
such as noise, fading, and interference affect their accuracy. The empirical methods tend
to be more accurate, as a more accurate database can be created for the specific network
and its environment. However, the creation of the database is time consuming, and it
needs to be updated every time the operating environment changes.
The log normal shadowing model is used in [46] to improve the accuracy of the cal-
culation, however, a larger number of sample data needs to be collected to estimate the
coefficients in the model. Deieng et al. [47] proposed a two-mode Gaussian mixture
model with trilateration and biased-maximum likelihood calculation to reduce localiza-
tion errors in an indoor environment. An empirical model is used in [48] to estimate the
distance between two nodes. This scheme has been evaluated using Crossbow IRIS motes
and a conclusion drawn that the path-loss exponent of an indoor environment is larger
than that of an outdoor environment. As the propagation parameters change with time,
Xiao et al. [49] proposed a method based on off-the-shelf Radio-Frequency Identification
(RFID) technology that uses a low complexity Gaussian filter and a Bayesian interface to
improve localization accuracy. Although this improves the accuracy of indoor localization,
interference may affect the output of the algorithm.
To overcome the problems due to wide variations in signal levels associated with RF
communication, Chengdong et al. [45] proposed a method based on a probabilistic model.
The anchor nodes located closer to the unknown nodes are considered as reference nodes,
and the radio coverage area of the reference nodes and unknown node is divided into
a number of spatial grids. Then according to a probability model of radio signal space
transmission, the degree of confidence of each grid point is calculated and proposed as
the coordinates of the unknown node. The accuracy of this method depends on number
of anchor nodes and the existence of obstacles. To mitigate the shadowing effects of
obstacles, Chuku et al. [50] proposed a multilateration technique with clusterization and
Hamdoun et al. [51] proposed a multilateration algorithm using multiple antennas in
a node to measure accurate positions. Additionally, [52–54] have proposed trilateration
localization methods and [55, 56] have proposed maximum likelihood methods to localize
sensor nodes accurately in an indoor environment.
To reduce the complexity of the probabilistic method, Wang et al.[57] proposed an
algorithm based on a transmission power adjustment strategy. The proposed method uses
power decay curves of the operating environment to accurately estimate the coordinates
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of the unknown nodes. Even though it reduces the complexity of determining the coordi-
nates of the unknown nodes, power decay curves need to be update to reflect any changes
to the operating environment. Ruxandra et al. [58] propose a maximum likelihood estima-
tion algorithm derived from a triangulation technique. This algorithm takes into account
the imperfections of distance measurements. However, to reduce the error in distance
measurements, it requires more than three anchor nodes in the unknown node’s neigh-
bourhood. To reduce the distance error measurements in noisy environments, Marko [59]
proposed an energy based localization algorithm that uses a modified semi definite relax-
ation (SDR) method, which is reformulated as an optimization problem. Yao et al. [60]
proposed a distributed localization scheme based on a weighted search, which includes
a weighted search-based localization algorithm and a weighted search-based refinement
algorithm. Authors claim this method to have a lower complexity.
To reduce the dependency on anchor selection in RSSI localization, many researchers
have proposed localization algorithms using a mobile anchor node equipped with GPS [40,
61–64]. In these schemes a robot moves within the network deployment and broadcasts
its position periodically. Then sensor nodes that receive the broadcasts, compute their
locations using broadcasts from two different positions of the mobile anchor node. After
this process, if there are still un-located sensor nodes, these sensor nodes compute their
locations using the nearby localized stationary sensor nodes. These works do not address
the localization of nodes in networks with obstacles.
2.1.1.2 TDoA-based Localization
In TDoA based localization techniques, the sensor node is equipped with an RF and ul-
trasonic transceiver [65, 66]. The transceiver simultaneously sends two signals, an RF
signal and an ultrasonic signal, and the receiver records the time difference between the
two signals. The receiver then turns this time difference into a distance. After calculating
distance to anchor nodes, the sensor node estimates its coordinates using the location of
anchor nodes and calculated distances from the TDoA method. For the calculation, the
sensor needs at least four anchors to be located in its neighbourhood.
Savarese et al.[67] proposed an iterative multilateral positioning method to reduce
the necissity of four anchors in each node’s neighbourhood. When a sensor is localized,
that node acts as an anchor node. However, if a node is localized with an error, that er-
ror is propagated to the other sensors that use this particular node for their localization.
To overcome that, Luo et al. [68] proposed a method which calculates the geometric
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distance error and decides whether a node can be upgraded to an anchor node or not.
Liu et al. [69] presented a cross-correlation method for TDoA measurement and sensor
localization. However TDoA requires the sensors to be synchronized when sampling the
signals to locate a sensor node [70, 71]. This is not feasible when there are many sen-
sors spread in a large area. Wang et al. [72] answered this by proposing a method to
obtain a sequentially algebraic solution of the source location, the sensor positions and
the synchronization offsets. Furthermore, TDoA-based localization assumes that measure-
ment noise is independent of actual source-to-sensor distance. Huang et al. [73] proposed
a distance-dependent noise model for TDoA measurements and obtained the location of
nodes.
Besides the time synchronization required for TDoA measurements, this method re-
quires nodes to have both an RF and an ultrasonic radio. As most nodes are equipped
with only an RF radio, the TDoA method requires additional hardware, which increases
the pre-deployed hardware cost [66]. In addition, it was found that the accuracy of TDoA
measurements improves when the physical distance between the two nodes is increased.
2.1.1.3 ToA-based Localization
In ToA based localization, distance is estimated based on signal propagation time. The
transmitting node (that is an an anchor node) time-stamps a packet and broadcasts the
packet to its neighbours. The receiving nodes calculate the distance to the transmitter
by calculating the traverse time of the signal [65, 66]. However, ToA distance measure-
ment techniques are sensitive to time synchronization errors between the sender and the
receiver [66]. To overcome this requirement, researchers have proposed a method called
the Round-Trip ToA (RTToA) [74] or Two Way ToA (TW-ToA) [75, 76].
In RTToA/TW-ToA, the sender time-stamps a packet and sends it to the receiver. The
receiving node returns the packet immediately to the sender. The distance between the
two nodes is then calculated at the sender using the total traverse time. As the calculation
is done at the sender, time synchronization is not required. However, a major source of
error in this method is the delay at the receiving node in handling the packet, procesings it,
and sending it back [34, 77]. Moreover, these schemes are reliant on connectivity within
the network.
Besides time synchronization, time measurements are affected by noise, line of sight
and a multipath environment. To overcome this, Ultra Wide Band (UWB) signals have
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been used in [78]. In [79], an accurate measuring scheme for RF signals is proposed
that involves low cost and energy consumption. Furthermore, this work claims that it can
achieve similar accuracy to previously published wideband, high power indoor localiza-
tion systems while using simplified hardware and low bandwidth. Yeredor et al. [80]
proposed a method, which does not require synchronization and does not involve any
”hand-shaking” procedures. It uses a single initial transmission and through an iterative
procedure, each sensor estimates its own timing offset and position.
In addition, ToA based sensor localization in underwater and underground WSNs are
proposed in [81–83]. A mobility assisted node localization based on ToA measurements
without synchronization is proposed by Chen et al. in [84].
2.1.1.4 AoA-based Localization
In AoA localization, the coordinates are calculated based on the signal’s direction of ar-
rival. Direction measurements are obtained by using antenna arrays in sensor nodes [85].
Iterative [86] and non-iterative [87, 88] localization methods are used in this technique.
In [89], two algorithms were proposed based on the radial and the bearing. A radial is the
angle at which an object is seen from another point, or more simply a radial is a reverse
bearing. Kuakowski et al. [90] proposed an AoA localization based on antenna arrays.
The AoA measurements are derived from the measurements of the phase differences in
the arrival of a wave front. In [91], a technique has been proposed for determining node
bearings based on radio interferometric AoA measurements from multiple anchor nodes
to any number of target nodes at unknown positions. Least squares triangulation is then
used to estimate node position.
AoA closed-form location estimators are studied in [92, 93] for the 2-D scenario and
in [94, 95] for the 3-D scenario. In [96], a closed-form AoA 3D localization method has
been proposed. This method focuses on two aspects. The first is to improve the AoA
localization accuracy when the sensor positions have errors. The second is to reduce the
amount of estimation bias caused by the measurement noise and sensor position errors
when the pseudo-linear formulation is used. Moreover, to reduce the effect of sensor
position errors, array shape calibration or steering vector refinement is used in [97] to
improve the accuracy of the AoA method. A Toeplitz Approximation Method (TAM) was
proposed in [98], which focuses on improving the accuracy of AoA rather than that of the
point source location when sensor position errors are present.
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Although AoA techniques have high accuracy, they often require the LOS between the
anchor node and the receiver. As AoA techniques calculate distance using signal propaga-
tion, these localization techniques are sensitive to both shadowing and multipath effects.
Also, these techniques entail an additional hardware cost [66].
2.1.2 Range-free Localization
In range-free localization algorithms, the locations of nodes are obtained without using
any special hardware. The location calculation relys on the connectivity information of
nodes. First, range-free algorithms get the distance in hops and then map the hop distance
to geometric distance [99–101] using anchor node locations. Therefore, the accuracy of
these algorithms depends greatly on the number of anchor nodes and their deployment.
The key issue of range-free algorithms is distance estimation- that is the mapping of hop
distance to geometric distance.
To improve the hop distance calculation, authors in [102], add a correction factor to
the hop distance when computing the distance between the anchor nodes and unknown
nodes. Wang et al. [103] proposed an algorithm based on an accurate analysis of hop
progress (i.e., quantify the relationship between the path distance and the network pa-
rameters such as the communication range and node density) in a WSN with randomly
deployed sensors. However, in an anisotropic network the hop count from an anchor to
sensor exhibits multiple patterns, due to the interference of multiple anisotropic factors.
To compensate for that, Xiao et al. [104] proposed a pattern-driven localization scheme.
This adopts different anchor-sensor distance estimation algorithms for different patterns.
Wu et al. [105] proposed a regulated neighbour distance based localization algorithm to
address the hop-distance ambiguity i.e., node have no ability to measure distance to their
neighbours. Regulated neighbour distance is a new proximity measure for two neighbour-
ing nodes based on their neighbour partitions.
Wang et al. [106] improved the traditional Approximate Point-In-Triangulation (APIT)
scheme by decreasing the probabilities of In-To-Out error and Out-To-In error. The tra-
ditional APIT algorithm is based on dividing the whole network into triangular regions
that are made up of vertices formed by all the possible sets of three connected neighbour-
ing anchor nodes. The unknown node then determines whether it is inside or outside
the triangle formed and the location is estimated as the centre of gravity of the triangles
overlapping region. An improved APIT-3D scheme named as Volume Test Approximate
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Point-In-Triangulation 3-dimension (VTAPIT-3D) is proposed in [107] as the practical en-
vironment is always in 3D and APIT has poor accuracy in 3D environments.
To overcome the requirements of a large number of anchor nodes to achieve the local-
ization accuracy, researches have proposed methods utilizing the anchor mobility [108–
110]. Kuo et al. [108] proposed a method using geometry conjecture. Each anchor moves
in the network and broadcasts its current position. The sensor node that receives these
broadcasts, use the location information in the broadcats and computes their own loca-
tions. Chia-Ho [111] extended [108] by considering mobile sensor network localization.
It assumes that the mobile sensors know their moving velocity. Therefore they calibrate
their beacon points (i.e. anchor positions) using the geometric corollary. The algorithm
proposed in [112], uses a mobile beacon with a rotary directional antenna. This is called
the Azimuthally Defined Area Localization (ADAL) method.
In addition, a geometric constraint based range-free localization scheme is proposed
in [113]. The constraint area of the sensor node is first determined by the intersection of
two selected anchor coordinate points and then repeated with another set to narrow down
the constraint area. Finally, the average of all intersection points provides the position
estimation of the sensor node. In [114], constraint area based localization is proposed
with a mobile anchor with a specific moving trajectory. However, this scheme shows high
localization error when the random mobility model is used.
Another way to calculate the hop distance is by using analytical geometry based cal-
culation [34]. In algorithms that uses this method, the average hop distance is calculated
using the statistical characteristics of the network. In [115], a pattern driven localization
scheme for anisotropy networks is proposed. To calculate the distance, the algorithm first
checks whether the anchor is slightly detoured or strongly detoured from the sensor node,
and discards the strongly detoured anchors before calculating distance. Zaidi et al. [116]
proposed another analytical algorithm based on both, the number of hops between two
nodes and the number of forwarding nodes, to further improve the accuracy. However,
these algorithms do not consider obstacles in the operating environment. In addition, in a
noisy environment, the accuracy of range free algorithms decreases due to packet loss.
2.1.3 Topology Mapping
Topological mapping techniques are fundamentally different to localization techniques
because the mapping algorithms are concerned with the arrangement of the nodes. They
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are not concerned about the actual location of the nodes. In other words, the mapping
schemes expect the relative distances to be accurate, not the physical distances. Thus,
given the absolute position of a subset of nodes, global localization is realizable [117].
However, to achieve this, the topology map should be isomorphic to the physical layout of
the sensor network [31].
In [118], several unsupervised learning algorithms have been proposed that use eigen-
value decomposition for obtaining a lower dimensional embedding of the data. It provides
a unified framework for extending Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS)[119] , Isomap[120],
Local Linear Embedding (LLE), and Laplacian Eigenmaps (LE) [118]. MDS [119] is a
commonly used statistical technique in information visualization for exploring similarities
or dissimilarities in higher-dimensional data from the complete distance matrix (similarity
matrix), which is defined as the matrix of all the pairwise distances between points/nodes.
A centralized range-free algorithm based on MDS is proposed in [121], which estimates
the nodes location using the connectivity information of nodes. When the positions of
adequate number of anchor nodes are known, the absolute coordinates of all nodes in the
map can be estimated [122]. However, this method suffers from high time complexity and
computational power. As a solution for that Junfeng et al. [123] proposed a method that
estimates the position of nodes in a distributed way using clustering technique.
Isomaps [120] is an extension of MDS to geodesic distance-based topology map gen-
eration. Again, the geodesic distances are actual distances between nodes, which require
expensive error prone distance estimators such as RSSI or ToA. Moreover, LLE and LE
both use an iterative approach to preserve the neighbourhood distances, the realization
of which is infeasible in energy-limited WSNs and also it requires more time to generate
the map [31]. As a solution for the time consumption in sensor localization, several al-
gorithms are using kernel-based machine learning technique to estimate the position of
sensors. In [124], a graph embedded mapping algorithm that employs an appropriate
kernel function to measure the dissimilarity between sensor nodes is proposed. They have
considered the sensor nodes as group of devices that construct a graph to preserve the
topological structure of the network. Moreover, Wang et al. [125] proposed a kernel iso-
metric mapping(KIsomap) algorithm that determine the relative locations of sensors based
on geodesic distance. A semi-supervised Laplacian regularized least squares algorithm that
uses the alignment criterion to learn an appropriate kernel function is presented in [126].
Dhanapala et al. [31] presented a method to obtain topology-preserving maps of WSNs
using Virtual Coordinates (VCs) of sensor nodes. In Virtual Coordinate System (VCS), the
layout information such as physical voids, shapes etc. are absent. To overcome that,
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Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) of VCs is used in this method. Furthermore, [31]
shows that transformation for topological map from virtual coordinates can be generated
using a subset of nodes. However, when the number of nodes increases, the time required
to generate the virtual coordinate matrix also increases. Xu et al. [127] proposed an
algorithm for locating new coming nodes to the network based on polynomial mapping. In
this algorithm, the pair-wise distance is obtained by geodesic distance measurement. Then
a graph is constructed to represent the topological structure of the sensor networks and
calculate the weight matrix and the sparse preserving matrix. Finally, physical locations of
all unknown nodes are calculated by coordinate transformation.
2.2 Approaches to Mmwave Physical Localization
Despite its promise of enabling multi-Gbps data rates, MmWave communication signifi-
cantly suffers from adverse signal propagation characteristics due to extremely high fre-
quency band (30 to 300 GHz) communication [128]. As the frequency is high, the trans-
mitter and receiver need to have a clear LOS, which requires narrow beamwidth antenna
arrays in sensor nodes. For this reason, the RF localization algorithms discussed above
cannot directly be used in MmWave WSNs. On the other hand, very limited work has
been done in MmWave localization by leveraging the communication features of MmWave
systems [129].
El-Sayed et al. [130] compared the performance of RSSI, TDoA, and AoA techniques
in relation to MmWave communications. For comparative evaluation, they considered the
characteristics of the MmWave wireless channel. They concluded that localization tech-
niques based on AoA are the most promising for MmWave communication as AoA fits
better with the typical properties of the MmWave systems. In [129], a set of potential
approaches for localization in MmWave systems are discussed. The researchers conclude
that using an RSSI-based trilateration approach results in poor performance and promis-
ing localization accuracies have been achieved by AoA triangulation and ToA trilateration
when assuming two nodes have clear LOS connectivity. Moreover, they claimed that a
combination of ToA and AoA signal features could yield an even better accuracy in certain
scenarios. However, environment size and expected variability of signal features have to
be considered for achieving optimal performance.
An MmWave based localization algorithm named as mTrack is proposed in [131]. This
algorithm uses RSSI and phase of the signals to estimate the position of nodes. In [132],
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a mobile node is used for localization in an MmWave Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) system that does not require LOS connectivity as it exploits changes in the statis-
tics of a sparse beam-space channel matrix.
In [133], they have designed a lightweight algorithm that targets a single-anchor local-
ization scheme for MmWave systems. After identifying the main propagation properties of
MmWave signals that have an impact on localization, they have designed three algorithms
that exploit these- namely, a triangulation validation procedure, an angle difference of ar-
rival approach, and a scheme based on location fingerprinting. Joan et al. [134] proposed
an algorithm named JADE, which estimates the location of mobile nodes in an indoor
space. This algorithm does not need any prior information about the deployed environ-
ment. It estimates the location of nodes using AoA of multipath components of the signal
sent by visible anchors. In addition, a localization scheme based on time of flight and RF
chain infrastructure is proposed in [135].
As the MmWave communication is affected by multipath propagation, Bocquet et al.
[136] proposed a scheme using a focusing technique to reduce the multipath effect. An
indoor localization scheme based on information gathered by multipath is proposed in
[137]. An algorithm is proposed in [138] for an indoor positioning system that is based
on location fingerprinting. In this method, the effects of grid spacing, the number of
reference points and the effect of radio propagation are considered. In [139], a joint
design of axis alignment and positioning with directional antenna under Non Line of Sight
(NLOS) indoor conditions is proposed. However, an axis alignment scheme depending on
the rotation vector method may require additional hardware to be installed in the nodes.
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Maximum Likelihood Topology Maps
for Radio Frequency Wireless Sensor
Networks
Many sensor network protocols require maps indicating sensor locations for automation.
Physical coordinate based maps capture the physical layout including voids and shapes,
but obtaining the distance values required is often not feasible or economical. The alter-
native is to use topological maps based only on connectivity Information. Since they do
not contain physical distances, they are not faithful representations of the physical layout.
In this chapter a Maximum Likelihood-Topology Map (ML-TM) for RF WSNs is presented.
ML-TM provides a more accurate physical representation by using the probability of signal
reception, an easily measurable parameter that is sensitive to distance. This approach is il-
lustrated using a mobile robot that listens to signals transmitted by sensor nodes and maps
the packet reception probability to a coordinate system using a packet receiving probabil-
ity function. ML-TM is an intermediate map between exact physical maps and hop-based
topology maps.
The chapter is structured as follows and the main results of the chapter were origi-
nally published in [140, 141]. Section 3.1 offers an introduction and motivation for the
research presented in this chapter. Section 3.2 discusses the details of proposed ML-TM
algorithm. Section 3.3 presents a novel parameter one-hop connectivity error (Etotal) that
captures the connectivity error of topology maps, which accounts for node connectivity,
and distance correlation between physical and topological maps. Section 3.4 explains a
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robot trajectory algorithm to cover a network with least possible time and generate ac-
curate topology map. Section 3.5 presents the performance evaluation and comparison
of the algorithm. Section 3.6 examines and compares the limitations, energy usage and
complexity of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 3.7 provides a conclusion of the
chapter.
3.1 Introduction
The use of WSNs have increased due to their low-cost, and characteristics such as the
distributed nature and ease of deployment [142, 143]. However, the low-cost sensor nodes
have limited resources and as a result their communication range, computation power
and memory are limited [60]. In addition, cost constraints prevent the incorporation
of expensive hardware components such as GPS in large-scale deployments [31]. GPS
based localization is also not feasible in many environments[60]. However, most sensor
network based applications of WSNs require the determination of the physical location
of sensor nodes [144]. Examples include cases where the data collected by the sensor
nodes are useful only when considered in the context of the location from which the data
was collected [103], or when location based routing is used. Therefore, one of the major
challenges in WSNs is to determine the location of the sensor nodes even when nodes are
deployed in harsh environments and minimizing the cost of hardware [143].
This has been addressed by a large number of researchers, with numerous algorithms
to calculate physical coordinates of sensors proposed in literature. However, outcomes
of range-based algorithms are affected by noise, fading of the signals and interference
[30] and as a result, their accuracy may become unacceptable in complex environments
with obstacles and reflecting surfaces. In range-free algorithms, the accuracy is highly
depend on the number of anchor nodes and their distribution [99, 100]. In general, maps
generated by range-free algorithms are less accurate when compared to those from range-
based algorithms [145].
Thus, topology map is an attractive alternative to the physical map of the network. As
topology map is a representative of arrangement of node that preserves the connectivity,
it is not an accurate representation of physical layout information such as shape, void-
s/obstacles, etc. A range-free algorithm with increased accuracy is the hop based topology
map obtained by SVD of VCS [31]. In a VCS, a sensor node is identified by a vector that
contains the distance from it, in hops, to a set of anchor nodes. As a result, the accuracy
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of VCS depends on the distribution of anchor nodes and the density of the sensor nodes.
Therefore, it is necessary to find maps with more accurate physical layout information
such as shapes of network boundaries and voids/obstacles.
To this end, a novel concept Maximum Likelihood-Topology Maps (ML-TM) for RF
WSNs is presented. As it is based on a packet reception probability function, which is
sensitive to the distance, this preserves the connections as well as physical layout infor-
mation. In this algorithm a mobile robot is used to obtain the ML-TM. This reduces the
dependency of the output on range-based parameters and anchor selection/distribution.
The robot moves in the space occupied by the network and updates a binary matrix based
on the received packets from different nodes. Then, based on this binary matrix and a pro-
posed packet receiving probability function, maximum-likelihood topology coordinates of
the sensors are calculated. The packet receiving probability function that proposed in this
chapter is an intermediate model between actual physical distance measurement, e.g., us-
ing RSSI and VCS. This in turn enables the relaxation of the node density dependency of
range-free algorithms, while eliminating the need for overcoming the uncertainties asso-
ciated with RSSI under different environmental conditions, which may vary widely even
within a single network. Moreover, RSSI based algorithms extract the distances from re-
ceived power, which encounters significant errors due to RF communication effects. Eval-
uation of proposed scheme shows that the method is able to provide accurate topological
maps of nodes, identify features such as physical voids and network boundaries and out-
perform the RSSI based geographical localization and hop based topology maps.
3.2 Maximum Likelihood Topology Map Algorithm : ML-TM
This section describes the ML-TM that calculates the sensor coordinates in a topological
map that characterizes the sensor coordinates in such a way that it is more representative
of the physical layout than TPM [31], but still preserves connectivity. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the work flow of the algorithm and the pseudo code of the algorithm is explained in the
Appendix C. Sensor nodes uses the IEEE 802.15.4 standard protocol to communicate with
each other and RF transceiver of the node is equipped with an omni directional antenna.
Detail of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is discussed in the Appendix B.
Topology map is achieved by using a mobile robot moving on the network for informa-
tion gathering. Then the gathered information is mapped to topology coordinates of the
sensors with a probability function of packet receiving, which is sensitive to the distance.
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FIGURE 3.1: Workflow of ML-TM
The following subsections describe the probability function used and how the coordinates
are calculated.
3.2.1 The Packet Receiving Probability Function
The packet receiving probability function describes the probability of receiving a packet
transmitted by a sensor when robot is at a particular distance [146]. Let, S(d) be the
probability value when robot is at distance d from the sensor. Then, S(d) satisfies the
following constraints:
0 ≤ S(d) ≤ 1 ∀d
S(d1) ≤ S(d2) ∀d1 ≥ d2
S(d) = 0 ∀d > R (3.1)
where R is some given distance.
Such a function S(d) is called the packet receiving probability function. This chapter
uses the following example of that function:
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S(d) := p0 ∀d ≤ r
S(d) := 0 ∀d ≥ R
S(d) :=
p0(R− d)
(R− r) ∀r < d < R (3.2)
where 0 < p0 ≤ 1, 0 < r < R ≤ Rc are some given constants. Rc is the communication
range of a sensor node. It is obvious that the function (3.2) satisfies all the conditions in
(3.1).
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FIGURE 3.2: Packet receiving probability function for different models
The packet receiving probability function that considered in this chapter is an inter-
mediate model of RSSI and VC. As shown in Figure 3.2, VC uses the r = R assumption,
which is not the case in real environment. On the other hand, RSSI localization uses a
polynomial function to estimate packet receiving probability, which is hard to estimate for
different environmental situations. Therefore, an intermediate level between RSSI model
and VC model is considered to obtain the proposed topological map.
3.2.2 Calculating Topological Coordinates
This section describes the information gathering by mobile robot and calculating the sen-
sor coordinates to form a topological map. In information gathering phase, robot traverses
in the network to receive packets from all sensor nodes. It moves to a location and wait
for a while to receive packets from all its neighbours, and then move to the next location
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FIGURE 3.3: Sensor network with three nodes
in its trajectory. This will continue until it receives packets from all the sensor nodes in
the network. Mobile robot and sensor nodes communicate using the same protocol, IEEE
802.15.4 and sensors use unslotted Carrier-Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance
(CSMA-CA) channel access mechanism to transmit a packet to the robot.
As mobile robot moves on the network, let (xR(tk), yR(tk)) be the coordinates of the
robot at time tk. Consider N number of steady sensors in unknown locations labelled
as si, where i = 1, 2, ..., N . The robot can receive packets from the sensors at times
t1 < t2 < ... < tk < ... < tn. A binary matrix M of order N × n is introduced based on the
following rule:
M(i, k) = 1, if the robot gets a packet from the sensor si at the time tk;
M(i, k) = 0, if the robot does not get a packet from the sensor si at the time tk.
Note that the robot listens to the channel for a time slot starting at tk, allowing reception
from different nodes in the vicinity. The matrix entries for tk are based on receptions
during this slot. Such a binary matrix M is called the packet receiving matrix. Table
3.1 refers to the M matrix of the network shown in Figure 3.3. The network is consist
with three nodes, p, q, r and robot traverse in the trajectory shown in red color. The
packet reception points are labelled as 1, 2, ..., 6. At t1, robot doesn’t receive any packet
from sensor as it is located outside the communication range of all sensors. Therefore, all
the elements in t1 column of M matrix is recorded as zero. Then robot moves one step
forward in its trajectory and receives a packet from sensor node q. Thus, (q, t2) element of
the matrix is recorded as one and remaining elements of t2 column are recorded as zero.
This continues until robot receives packets from all three sensor nodes.
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TABLE 3.1: THE M MATRIX
t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
p 0 0 1 0 0 0
q 0 1 1 1 0 0
r 0 0 0 0 1 0
After receiving packets from all the sensor nodes and updating the M matrix, the topol-
ogy coordinates of the sensors are then calculated using the packet reception probability
function. Let the sensors s1, s2, ..., sN are located at the points l1, l2, ..., lN , respectively.
Then, based on the robots trajectory (xR(tk), yR(tk)), the receiving probability function
S(d) and the packet receiving matrix M , a likelihood function P (l1, l2, ..., lN ) is intro-
duced. This likelihood function is the probability to obtain the packet receiving matrix M
for the robots trajectory (xR(tk), yR(tk)). The l1, l2, ..., lN points that gives the maximum
value by substituting to the likelihood function is the maximum likelihood coordinates of
the sensor nodes. This is made under the assumptions that the probability or robot receiv-
ing a packet from any of the sensor nodes is described by the function S(d), where d is the
distance between the robot and the sensor at the time of sending the packet.
Definition: A location set (lopt1 , l
opt
2 , ..., l
opt
N ) is said to be an optimal location of the sen-
sors s1, s2, ..., sN based on the robots trajectory (xR(tk), yR(tk)), the receiving probability
function S(d) and the receiving matrix M if,
P (lopt1 , l
opt
2 , ..., l
opt
N ) ≥ P (l1, l2, ..., lN ) for any (l1, l2, ..., lN ) (3.3)
In other words, an optimal location of the sensors are the points on the plane that
maximize the probability of producing the measured packet receiving matrix M for the
robot’s trajectory. Thus, the goal is to find an optimal location of the sensor in topology
map. It can be achieve as follows.
Let the vectors m1,m2, ...,mi, ...,mN be the rows of the matrix M . Hence the vector
mi is the packet receiving vector of the sensor node si describing receiving/not receiving
packets from the sensor node si by the robot. Also, let mi(1),mi(2), ...,mi(k), ...,mi(n)
denote the elements of the vector mi. Furthermore, for all i = 1, 2, ..., N , introduce the
function Pi(li) which is the probability of obtaining the packet receiving vector mi for the
robots trajectory (xR(tk), yR(tk)) under the assumptions that the sensor node si is located
at the point li and the probability for the robot to receive a packet from the sensor node si
is described by the function S(d) where d is the distance between the robot and the sensor
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node si at the time of sending the packet. Since the sensor nodes are randomly located,
the event of locating a single sensor node in a particular location is mutually independent.
Thus, the likelihood function P (l1, l2, ..., li, ..., lN ) can be rewritten as in equation 3.4.
P (l1, l2, ..., li, ..., lN ) = P1(l1)P2(l2)...Pi(li)...PN (lN ) (3.4)
As in equation 3.4, to find an optimal location of the sensors delivering the maximum
value of P (l1, l2, ..., li, ..., lN ), we just need to find independently locations li delivering
maximum values of Pi(li). To find this value, the R-neighbourhood of all the packet re-
ceived locations of node si in the robots trajectory (xR(tk), yR(tk)) is divided into small
step grids g1, g2, ...gj . Then for any grid vertex gj = (xj , yj), the probability of locating
sensor nodes si at that grid vertex Pi(xj , yj) is calculated. The calculation of Pi(xi, yi) is
based on the equation (3.5).
Pi(xj , yj) = Z
i(dj1)Z
i(dj2)...Z
i(djk)...Z
i(djn) (3.5)
where
djk :=
√
(xj − xR(tk))2 + (yj − yR(tk))2 (3.6)
and the function Zi(djk) is defined as:
Zi(djk) =
S(djk) if mi(k) = 11− S(djk) if mi(k) = 0
After calculating the Pi(xj , yj) value for all the vertices, the grid vertex (x
opt
j , y
opt
j ) that
delivers the maximum value of Pi(xj , yj) is selected as the maximum likelihood solution.
Then it is assigned as the maximum likelihood topology coordinate of sensor node si and
it is an approximation of the optimal location of the sensor node si.
Let consider the same example illustrated in Figure 3.3 to explain the topology coor-
dinate calculation. As in the Table 3.1, robot receives packets from node p at t3. Then
the R-neighborhood of that robot location is divided into small grid. For simplicity, we
consider 1 × 1 grid distribution. Select one grid vertex gj and find distance to all robot
packet receiving points 1, 2, ..., 6. Then using the probability function (with p0=1, r=0.2
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TABLE 3.2: Pi(xj , yj) CALCULATION FOR THE NETWORK IN FIGURE 3.3
Grid Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6
Vertex djk Zi(djk) djk Zi(djk) djk Zi(djk) djk Zi(djk) djk Zi(djk) djk Zi(djk) Pi(xj , yj)
(0,0) 0 0 1.44 0.7064 2.64 1 3.78 1 4.68 1 6.02 1 0
(1,1) 1.41 0.69 0.36 0.14 1.36 0.3368 2.42 1 3.2 1 4.6 1 0.0325
(1,3) 3.16 1 1.81 0.90 0.76 0.6518 1.3 0.6316 2.50 1 3.64 1 0.3708
(4,2) 4.4 1 3.2 1 2.72 0 1.97 0.985 1.21 0.5833 2.06 1 0
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FIGURE 3.4: Pi(xj , yj) distribution of three nodes
and R=2) find S(djk) value for all distances and calculate Zp(Djk) as in the Table 3.2.
Afterwards, Pi(xj , yj) can be calculated as in equation (3.5). This can be continued to
nodes q and r as well. Figure 3.4 shows the Pi(xj , yj) distribution over all the grid vertices
of three sensor nodes. Finally, choose the grid vertex delivering the maximum value of
Pi(xj , yj) and that is the optimal estimate for the location of the sensor node. Here the
optimal locations of the three sensor nodes are, p ≡ (1, 3), q ≡ (2, 2), r ≡ (4, 2).
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3.3 One-Hop Connectivity Error Calculation
Evaluating the accuracy of the topology map is essential to determine the usefulness of the
proposed method. Although preliminary evidence may be obtained by visual inspection,
a formal mathematical approach is necessary to get the accuracy of the map to compare
it with other existing algorithms. This parameter should be able to capture the failures in
node connectivity with its neighbourhoods.
The purpose of the ML-TM mapping algorithms is to obtain information about node
arrangement, physical layout and physical voids/obstacles. Thus, the actual physical dis-
tances are not of concern. In [120, 147], the error is calculated by considering the differ-
ence of the positions in the actual physical map and the topology map. An error metric
based on number of node flips is used in [31]. In this work, the arrangement of nodes is
considered, but the correlation between physical map distance and topological map dis-
tance is not taken into account. However this is an issue when we use topology maps for
other geographical localization applications such as target tracking, source seeking and
boundary detection.
In this section, the aim is to develop an error estimation parameter called one-hop
connectivity error, which represents the percentage of nodes located incorrectly in their
neighbourhood. Let, Rc be the radius of communication area in the actual physical map.
Then the first task is to find the communication area in the topological map. As mentioned
previously, topological map layout is not same as physical map. It is a distorted version
(i.e., non-linearly expanded or shrink and rotated) of physical map. Therefore, it cannot
say that the communication area is a circle with radius Rc. However, for the simplification
of the calculation, the communication area in the topological map is considered as an
ellipsoid.
Finding the ellipsoid parameters are carried out in several steps. First, draw two per-
pendicular lines from the centre of the physical map and consider four points (A1, A2, A3
and A4) crossing the network boundary as shown in Figure 3.5(a). The topology coordi-
nates of the four points, calculated using the ML-TM algorithm are A′1, A′2, A′3 and A′4 and
shown in Figure 3.5(b). Then, the radius of the ellipsoid is calculated as in equation (3.7)
and equation (3.8).
ai =
d′i,1
di,1
Rc (3.7)
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FIGURE 3.5: (a) Physical map with two perpependicular lines and (b) The two
corresponding lines in topological map
FIGURE 3.6: (a )Communication area of a sensor in physical map and (b)
Communication area of the corresponding sensor in topological map
bi =
d′i,2
di,2
Rc (3.8)
where, ai and bi are the radius of the ellipsoid of node si in the topological map in
A′1A′2 and A′3A′4 directions respectively, d′i,1 and d
′
i,2 are the distance from node si to A
′
1A
′
2
and A′3A′4 axis respectively in topological map, di,1 and di,2 are the distance from node si
to A1A2 and A3A4 axis respectively in the physical map (refer Figure 3.6).
Let the node si coordinates in the topological map be (x′i, y
′
i), and then the equation of
the communication area ellipsoid be as in equation (3.9).
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(x′ − x′i)2
a2i
+
(y′ − y′i)2
b2i
= 1 (3.9)
Therefore, one-hop neighbours in the physical map must locate within this ellipsoid. If
any one-hop neighbour is not within this area, that node is located incorrectly with respect
to node si. Thus, ei is defined as the set of incorrectly located nodes with reference to node
si and it can be calculated as;
ei = Np,i − {Np,i ∩Nt,i} (3.10)
where, Np,i and Nt,i are the one hop neighbour set of node si in physical and topolog-
ical map respectively.
Finally, one-hop connectivity error, Etotal, is calculated as in equation (3.11). Etotal
represents the node connectivity with respect to the correlation of actual map distances.
Therefore, this error parameter can be used to calculate the accuracy of any type of map.
Etotal =
∑n
i=1 | ei |∑n
i=1 | Np,i |
× 100% (3.11)
where, | · | is the number of elements in a set.
3.4 Robot Trajectory Planning
In this section, the performance of the ML-TM algorithm with different robot trajectories
is examined. The aim of this finding is to choose an optimal general trajectory for our
proposed algorithm. The optimum trajectory is define as the one that covers the network
entirely during the shortest possible time while avoiding the obstacles and provides in-
formation to calculate ML-TM accurately. Among the proposed paths for robot assisted
localization in the literature [148, 149], there are four common approaches namely, ran-
dom walk, spiral, ’S’ shape and Hilbert curve. Performance of ML-TM is examined with
these four robot trajectories and the results are presented in Table 3.3. For the evaluation,
a 10m× 10m network is considered with 100 nodes, each with communication range 3m,
distributed randomly in the environment. The four robot trajectories are shown in the
Figure 3.7.
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FIGURE 3.7: Different robot trajectories
From the Table 3.3, it can be seen that the performance of the algorithm with different
robot trajectories are nearly same. However, Hilbert curve trajectory takes more time
compared to other trajectory types. With random walk, it is hard to predict a constant
time value required to cover the entire network because the robot’s turns are uncertain.
Among ’S’ shape and spiral trajectories, the performance accuracy is almost same, but ’S’
shape covers the network with less time. Hence, the most effective path from the four
trajectories that have examined in this chapter is ’S’ shape in regards of shortest travelling
time and accurate localization.
Then the next task was to automate the ’S’ shape robot trajectory according to the pro-
posed ML-TM algorithm requirements. The pseudo code of the automated robot trajectory
algorithm is illustrated in the Appendix C. The main objective of the robot is to avoid
obstacles and cover the entire network with least possible time. However, the robot is un-
aware about the network dimensions or the details of the obstacles. The only information
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TABLE 3.3: PERFORMANCE OF ML-TM AND TIME REQUIRED TO COVER THE NETWORK
WITH DIFFERENT ROBOT TRAJECTORY PATTERNS
Trajectory Type Etotal Trajectory Length
Random walk 7% 128± 20s
Spiral 6% 133s
’S’ shape 6% 130s
Hilbert curve 5% 256s
that robot knows beforehand is the total number of nodes in the network. Thus, the deci-
sion about the obstacles are taken using mounted sensors such as Infra-Red(IR). Moreover,
robot’s moving angles and trajectory termination depends on the detected obstacles and
packet reception of the nodes. In other words, robot terminates the information gathering
when it receives NP number of packets from each node in the network. This Np values is
a predefined values and in the following performance evaluation section it is defined as 5.
Also, robot makes a turn when obstacle detected or when it does not hear from any of the
sensor nodes in the network.
3.5 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed ML-TM algorithm is evaluated in this section. First the
sensitivity of the algorithm is analysed and then the accuracy of the algorithm is compared
with existing algorithms. MATLAB simulation software was used for the computations and
the simulation setup is described below.
3.5.1 Simulation Setup
To emulate real communication links between sensor nodes and the robot, the following
received signal model is used. The received signal strength has two components, namely
path loss component and shadowing component [150, 151]. The commonly used prop-
agation model of RF signals incorporating path loss and shadowing is given in equation
(3.12).
Prx,i(tk) = Ptx,j − 10εlogdij(tk) +Xi,σ(tk) (3.12)
where, the received signal strength at node si at time tk is Prx,i(tk), the transmitted signal
strength of the signal at node sj is Ptx,j , the path-loss exponent is ε, the distance between
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TABLE 3.4: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter Value
Transmitted power -50dB
Sensitivity -90dB
Communication radius 10m
Suburban area ε = 2.7, σ =9.6
Heavy tree density area ε = 4.6, σ =10.6
Light tree density area ε = 3.6, σ =8.2
node si and node sj at time tk is dij(tk), and the logarithm of shadowing component with
a σ standard deviation on node si at time tk is Xi,σ(tk).
However, this model is not suitable for a network with some obstacles. The MultiWall-
Multifloor Model for RF communication proposed in [152] does not consider the variation
of the absorption with the thickness of the medium which signal traverses through. There-
fore we updated equation (3.12) by using the Lambert-Bouguer law. Let Lob,i(tk) be the
loss due to signal absorption from obstacles that exist in the line of sight of node si and sj
at time tk. Then the RF signal propagation model can be rewritten as in equation (3.13).
Prx,i(tk) = Ptx,j − 10εlogdij(tk)− Lob,i(tk) +Xi,σ(tk) (3.13)
The absorption coefficient and the thickness of the obstacle medium, which signal tra-
verses through are α and do(tk) respectively. Then Lob,i(tk) can be calculated as,
Lob,i(tk) = Σ
Nij
k=110αdo(tk)log(e) (3.14)
where, Nij is the number of obstacles that exist in between node si and node sj , and e is
the exponent.
In different environmental situations, the path loss exponent (ε) and log-normal shad-
owing standard deviation (σ) are different [153, 154]. Thus, to evaluate the performance
of proposed algorithm in different environmental situation, three different scenarios have
considered, namely, a suburban area, heavy tree density area and a light tree density area.
The simulation parameters used in this chapter are summarized in Table 3.4.
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3.5.2 Sensitivity of the Algorithm
As the proposed algorithm depends on the packet receiving probability function described
in Section 3.2.1, the sensitivity of the algorithm against its parameters i.e.p0 and R, is
considered in this section. To examine the sensitivity, the output of the algorithm was
recorded by changing the values of p0 and R. Also, the effect of these parameters in
different network scenarios is analysed. The node distribution with the robot trajectory
considered for this evaluation is shown in Figure 3.8. For the simulation, three cases with
three different environment setups were considered
Case 1: Suburban environment
Case 2: Heavy tree density environment
Case 3: Light tree density environment
Figure 3.9 shows the Etotal values obtained for the above three cases while changing the
network parameters. Also, Table 3.5 presents the best p0 and R values corresponding to
case when Etotal is minimum, for the three cases. For the three cases the best R value is
one and p0 varies from 0.9 to 0.95. Furthermore, it can be seen that, for case 2 and case
3, best p0 value is 0.9. The reason is, in those two cases, the disturbance introduced by
the environment is high. Therefore signal receiving probability is less compared to that in
Case 1. Hence, the selection of p0 depends on the environmental factors. Thus, when the
environment is noisy and having disturbances, p0 should be closer to 0.9, otherwise it is
closer to 0.95.
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FIGURE 3.8: Sensor node distribition
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FIGURE 3.9: Etotal distrubution against different p0 and R values for different
environments
TABLE 3.5: BEST p0 AND R VALUES FOR THE THREE CASES
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3
p0 0.95 0.9 0.9
R/Rc 1 1 1
3.5.3 Accuracy Comparison
The accuracy of the proposed ML-TM is compared with the SVD based TPM [31] and RSSI
location method based on the Triangle Centroid Localization [43]. SVD based TPM was
selected, as it is the most recent and relevant work to the proposed algorithm. Also, to
compare our results with range-based algorithm, RSSI based localization was selected. By
this comparison, it can be seen that how ML-TM method eliminates the error due to RF
communication effects (i.e. noise, fading etc.) as well as anchor selection.
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The physical maps that selected for the comparison are shown in Figure 3.10(a) -
3.12(a). Different shapes of networks deployed in different environmental conditions
with and without obstacles are considered in this simulation. Figure 3.10(a) is a circular-
shaped network in a suburban area with three physical obstacles (e.g., concrete barriers)
and 496 sensor nodes. Figure 3.11(a) is a sparse grid deployed in a light tree density area
with 700 sensor nodes. Figure 3.12(a) is a 554 sensor nodes network with a concave void
(e.g. concrete barriers) in a suburban area.
Figure 3.10 - 3.12, clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ML-TM al-
gorithm. The algorithm requires 444s, 423s and 438s in information gathering phase to
move the robot by avoiding the obstacles in network Figures 3.10-3.12 respectively with a
robot speed of 1ms−1. The three networks cover areas of 590m2, 900m2 and 472m2 area
respectively. Since the sparse network does not have any obstacles, robot can cover the
network with less amount of time. However, without any prior knowledge of geographical
information, the generated topological maps have captured physical voids and boundaries
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FIGURE 3.10: Circular-shaped network with 496 nodes
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FIGURE 3.11: Sparse grid network with 700 nodes
of the actual physical network. Results presented above show that in all three simulation
setups, the RSSI based algorithm is less accurate in capturing physical shapes and obsta-
cles. SVD based TPM, Figure 3.10(c)-3.11(c) captures the shape of the network, but the
orientation has been changed. However this can be corrected easily. In Figure 3.12(c) SVD
based TPM algorithm has generated a distorted map which does not present the network
shape accurately. However, in Figure 3.10(b)-3.12(b), it can be seen that ML-TM is able
to capture the shape of the network or obstacle without having any prior knowledge.
Moreover, to check the isomorphism between the actual physical maps and the corre-
sponding topological maps, Etotal (described in section 3.3) is calculated and presented
in Table 3.6. From the results, it can be seen that the number of nodes located in incor-
rect places is less than or equal to 7% with ML-TM. Whether obstacles exist or not, the
proposed method extracts accurate maps of the networks.
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FIGURE 3.12: Concave void network with 554 nodes
TABLE 3.6: Etotal FOR TOPOLOGY MAPS IN FIGURE 3.10 -3.12
Etotal
Figure Proposed SVD based RSSI based
ML-TM TPM Map
3.10(a) 5% 10% 40%
3.11(a) 7% 14% 33%
3.12(a) 6% 19% 50%
3.5.4 Performance in 3D WSNs
This section presents the performance results of ML-TM algorithm in 3D networks. While
most localization algorithms proposed are applicable only to networks in a 2D plane, i.e. x
and y plane, many real world WSN applications require the nodes to be distributed in 3D
space requiring an additional axis, height (i.e. z-plane). Thus the simulation was carried
out on networks in 3D space to evaluate the performance.
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FIGURE 3.13: Cylindrical 3D network with 688 nodes
The topology coordinates of a sensor in 3D space can be calculated without changing
the approach of the algorithm. It requires only changing the coordinate system of the
equation from 2D to 3D. More precisely, in 3D plane the robot trajectory at time tk is
(xR(tk), yR(tk), zR(tk)) and sensor node si’s location is (xi, yi, zi). Then, equations (3.5)
and (3.6) used to calculate the probability value of obtaining the packet receiving vector
of node si will change as in equation (3.15) and (3.16). The remaining calculations are
same as in 2D plane and the 3D grid vertex (xoptj , y
opt
j , z
opt
j ) that delivers the maximum
Pi(xj , yj , zj) is selected as the maximum likelihood topology coordinate of sensor node si.
Pi(xj , yj , zj) = Z
i(dj1)Z
i(dj2)...Z
i(djk)...Z
i(djn) (3.15)
where
djk :=
√
(xj − xR(tk))2 + (yj − yR(tk))2 + (zj − zR(tk))2 (3.16)
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FIGURE 3.14: Cylindrical 3D network with 1736 nodes
The 2D robot trajectory discussed in Section 3.4 was extended to cover a 3D network
with obstacles. In 3D ’S’ shape robot trajectory, robot moves in z direction following
the ’S’ shape and makes turns when it hits an obstacle or does not receive any packet
from nodes. To evaluate the performance of the algorithm in 3D space, two network
setups were considered. First one is a sphere-shaped 3D network with 1736 sensor nodes
distributed over a 1400 m3 volume as shown in Figure 3.13(a). The robot trajectory to
cover the network is shown in Figure 3.13(b) and it takes 706s to cover it at a speed of
1 ms−1. Second network setup is a cylindrical-shaped 3D network with 688 sensor nodes
and a concrete obstacle in the middle as shown in Figure 3.14(a). The physical maps that
selected for the performance evaluation are shown in 3.14(a). The robot needs 404s with
the same speed to move around the network that covers a 660 m3 volume. The robot
trajectory is shown in Figure 3.14(b). Figure 3.13(c) and 3.14(c) show the generated map
using ML-TM algorithm which clearly demonstrate that the proposed algorithm is able to
capture the 3D network shape with/without obstacles.
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To check the isomorphism between the actual physical map and the topological maps,
Etotal (described in Section 3.3) is calculated for the two networks. The Etotal for spherical
and cylindrical networks are 9% and 10% respectively. Moreover, the Cumulative Distri-
bution Function (CDF) of Etotal is calculated for the two networks and presented in Figure
3.13(d) and 3.14(d). From the figures, it can be concluded that more than 90% of nodes
have less than 0.2 ratio of error in their neighbourhood connectivity. Thus, the proposed
ML-TM method extracts accurate topology coordinates for sensor nodes deployed in 2D
space and also in 3D space.
3.6 Energy Awareness, Computation Overhead and the Limita-
tions of the ML-TM Algorithm
Sensor nodes have scarce resources and capabilities such as energy, processing power and
memory. Hence when proposing an algorithm, it is required to be compatible with the
limited sensor network resources. Therefore, this section evaluates the energy awareness
and computation overhead of the algorithm and compare with those of the two algorithms
used in Section 3.5 for the accuracy comparison. Finally, the limitations of the proposed
ML-TM algorithm are discussed.
3.6.1 Energy Usage Comparison
Since, WSNs may use batteries as their power unit, efficient energy usage is critical for
many sensor network applications. A sensor node consists of three main energy con-
sumers, namely the sensor, the processor and the RF transceiver. Energy consumption
of the RF transceiver is more significant than the other two components. Therefore, this
calculation considers only the RF transceiver energy consumption for packet transmitting
and receiving.
Let the total energy consumption by the algorithm is Et, the energy required for one
packet transmission is Etx and energy required for one packet reception is Erx. Then
energy required by the ML-TM, RSSI based algorithm and SVD based TPM are shown in
equations (3.17),(3.18) and (3.19) respectively. For simplicity, it has assumed that the
packet sizes used in all three algorithms are the same.
Et = N(nEtx) (3.17)
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where, N is the total number of nodes in the network and n is the total number of time
samples. In the proposed method, the mobile robot receives packets. Therefore, energy in
the sensors reduces only due to packet transmission.
Et = MEtx + (N −M)(mErx) (3.18)
where, M is the number of anchor nodes and m is the number of anchor nodes located in
the neighbourhood of non anchor nodes (m << M).
Et = NM(pEtx + qErx) (3.19)
where, p and q are two constants that show the number of packets received from and
transmitted to its neighbours to find the optimal hop distance to anchors. Thus those are
less than or equal to the number of neighbours.
When considering the three energy equations, the RSSI based location method is the
most energy-efficient algorithm. The reason is that only the anchor nodes transmit packets
while others listen to them. Also, the number of anchor nodes is less than the non-anchor
nodes and transmission energy is higher than the receiving energy. Due to all those rea-
sons, RSSI method is more energy efficient than other two methods. However, the number
of transmission is a controllable factor in other two algorithms. It can be decided by the
application requirement. For an example, if the application needs more accuracy, more
number of samples can be used. On the other hand, if it is more important to conserve
energy, the number of samples can be reduced.
3.6.2 Comparison of Computation Overhead
Tiny sensor nodes contain limited memory and processing power. Thus, the computation
overhead of the algorithm needs to be reduced to get a real-time output and to reduce the
energy consumption by the processor. The method based on RSSI measurements requires
O(m(n − M)) messages to calculate the location of non-anchor nodes. The VC based
TPM algorithm can perform the computation centrally or in a distributed manner. If it is
done at a central node the worst-case complexity is O(n2), but there is no computational
limitation at the central node. On the other hand, in the distributed case, i.e., when the
coordinates are calculated at each node, the algorithm requires O(Mn) messages. Then
this method is more complex than the RSSI based localization method. Moreover, in ML-
TM, the calculation is done at the central node with O(Nn) messages. Since there is
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no computational or memory limitations at the central node, this method can be used to
generate an effective and accurate topological map.
3.6.3 Limitations
One limitation in ML-TM is that the coordinate calculation phase starts only after the infor-
mation gathering from all the nodes in the network is complete. This would be a drawback
in some applications in large-scale emergency environments that require sensor locations
instantly. The second is that the coordinates are calculated centrally. However, ML-TM has
been able to generate accurate topology maps without having any prior information about
the network or special devices embedded to sensor nodes.
3.7 Conclusion
This chapter presented a novel Maximum Likelihood Topology Map (ML-TM) algorithm
to generate topology maps for WSNs without the need for hardware such as GPS or RSSI
measurement embedded in sensor nodes. ML-TM is a more accurate map to represent 2D
and 3D physical layouts with voids/obstacles compared to existing alternative topology
maps. It uses a mobile robot that moves within the network to extract information from
sensor nodes, and maps it to a different coordinate system by using a packet receiving
probability function, which is sensitive to the distance. This function is an intermediate
level between RSSI curves and VCs. Therefore ML-TM algorithm has been able to over-
come negative effects related to modelling RSSI curves and node density dependency.
Moreover, a one-hop connectivity error parameter is proposed to evaluate the accu-
racy of topology maps by considering the connectivity of a node in the neighbourhood.
The proposed algorithm is evaluated with recently proposed RSSI localization algorithm
and SVD based TPM algorithm. The results show that the error percentage is less than 7%
in ML-TM and it outperforms the other algorithms. Also, this method was demonstrated
to be able to capture various network shapes with obstacles under different environmen-
tal conditions. Moreover, ML-TM scales seamlessly to 3D-WSNs thus enabling its use in
networks consisting of both 3D volumes and 2D surfaces. Thus, it can be used as an
alternative to geographical map in the automation of sensor network protocol.
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Furthermore, the energy usage, computation overhead and limitations of the algorithm
have been investigated in this chapter. The time required for the robot to explore differ-
ent shape of networks is also presented. The use of ML-TM in various applications and
extending it to a distributed algorithm is presented in the following chapters.
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Maximum Likelihood Topology Maps
for Millimeter Wave Sensor
Networks
MmWave communication shows promise in realizing next generation WSNs for band-
width demanding applications. However, despite its support of multi Gbps data rates,
MmWave communication requires unobstructed LOS and suffers from heavy path losses.
Overcoming these in complex 3D environments requires sectored antenna arrays with nar-
row beamwidths and adaptive beamforming. Therefore, network topology maps would be
more significant than ever in MmWave sensor networks. Traditional topology mapping al-
gorithms rely on omnidirectional transmission and reception and are therefore not tailored
to such networks. A novel topology mapping algorithm, the Millimeter Wave Topology
Map (MmTM) is proposed in this chapter for 3D deployments, which takes advantage of
the directional information available from beamforming antennas as well as their beam
steering capability. An autonomous robot traverses the network recording the packet re-
ception from different nodes, along with the receiving antenna sector ID that delivers the
packet with highest signal quality. The techniques used in the standard IEEE 802.11ad
protocol are utilised for optimum sector selection and collision avoidance.
The chapter is structured as follows and the main results of the chapter were originally
published in [155]. Section 4.1 offers an introduction and motivation for the research
presented in this chapter. Section 4.2 discusses the details of proposed ML-TM algorithm.
Section 4.3 explains the robot path and antenna setup to generate an accurate topology
map. Section 4.4 presents the performance evaluation and comparison of the algorithm.
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Section 4.5 examines the limitations, energy usage and complexity of the proposed algo-
rithm. Finally, Section 4.6 provides a conclusion of the chapter.
4.1 Introduction
MmWave communication is a leading next generation communication technology that is
expected to support multi Gbps data rates [156]. MmWave frequencies also offer a possible
solution for the severe spectrum shortage in RF band [157]. Therefore, increased interest
is seen in utilizing MmWave for WSNs due to ever increasing high bandwidth demanding
applications such as habitat monitoring, medical applications and smart cities[130, 158].
Despite having the capability to provide high data rates, MmWave communication is
practically constrained with unobstructed LOS requirement due to high path loss and Oxy-
gen absorption [130, 156]. This is overcome by using narrow beam width antenna arrays
and adaptive beamforming techniques to maintain the directivity between two communi-
cating nodes [159]. To the best of our knowledge, none of the existing work has addressed
the use of MmWaves in WSN topology mapping. Moreover, signal attenuation is higher
in MmWave compared to traditional WSN frequencies. Thus, the localization algorithms
that depend on signal propagation measurements, such as RSSI, ToA and hop distance,
will encounter a significant error in the coordinate calculation. As a result, accurate sen-
sor localization techniques have become important than ever in MmWave communication.
Topology maps based on parameters other than direct distance measurement are a
feasible alternative when physical localization is not possible. There are some Topology
Preserving Maps proposed for WSN in literature [31, 140]. However, these existing topol-
ogy mapping algorithms considered nodes with omni directional antennas, which is the
case with many WSN nodes operating in frequency bands such as 2.4GHz [31, 140]. In
MmWave communication, directionality is a key feature as they use narrow beamwidth
antenna arrays to communicate with each other. Although many real world applications
involve WSNs deployed in 3D environments, there is a remarkable lack of work on localiza-
tion related to 3D deployments. Thus, this chapter proposes a Millimeter wave Topology
Map (MmTM), a novel topology mapping algorithm for 3D MmWave WSNs based on
maximum likelihood estimation. It makes the use of narrow beam multi-sector antenna
characteristics of MmWave transceivers to help achieve localization.
This algorithm consider the problem of generating a topology map of the network
by using an autonomous mobile robot, although MmTM can also be extended for other
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contexts, which has discussed in Chapter 5. The robot and sensor nodes are equipped
with directional antennas, which has a limited effective coverage angle compared to omni
directional antennas [160]. Thus, the advantage of using directivity information available
to the robot was incorporated in topology calculation. The path of the robot is automated
to avoid obstacles and to gather information from all sensor nodes. The robot trajectory
is modelled in three ways; i) 2D robot trajectory with Vertical Antenna Arrays (VAA), ii)
2D robot trajectory with Vertical Beam Steering (VBS) and iii) 3D robot trajectory. The
robot records two matrices: first is a binary matrix that describes the packet reception
from sensor nodes by the robot at each location, while second is a matrix with the antenna
sector IDs that describes the best sector of the robot to communicate with each sensor node
at each time instance. The maximum likelihood topology coordinates are then estimated
using these two matrices and a packet receiving probability function, which is sensitive to
the distance.
The performance of the MmTM is evaluated using two simulation environments (a
warehouse and a greenhouse), which have different attenuations and path losses. To
emulate a real communication link between nodes and the robot, the experiment results on
MmWave propagation losses obtained in [161, 162] were used. Finally, the performance
of MmTM is compared with two recently proposed algorithms for 3D WSN localization
[163, 164] and results show that MmTM outperformed both the techniques.
4.2 Millimeter Wave Topology Map (MmTM)
This section describes MmTM algorithm, which creates topology maps for 3D WSNs based
on maximum likelihood estimation. The topology mapping algorithm proposed in Chap-
ter 3 considers radio frequencies of sub-GHz range (<10GHz) for communication. The
proposed MmTM algorithm deviates from ML-TM in three ways.
1. Considered MmWave (30-300GHz) frequencies for communication that has higher
attenuation and no penetration through obstacles compared to sub-GHz RF waves.
2. MmWave communication requires sectored antenna arrays with narrow beam width
to maintain the directivity between the transmitter and the receiver. Hence, two
matrices are considered in the maximum likelihood topology coordinate calculation
namely, packet reception matrix and sector ID matrix. In ML-TM, it was considered
only a binary matrix based on the packets reception of nodes.
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3. 3D WSN localization is considered by modelling robot trajectory in three different
ways as described in Section 4.3.
MmTM algorithm consists of two parts, namely, information gathering and information
mapping, which are described in the remainder of this section and the psuedo code of the
algorithm is shown in the Appendix C. The assumptions made in proposing the MmTM
algorithm are, (i) the robot is equipped with a GPS and a compass to get the location and
sector direction information, (ii) no power limitations in robot side (rechargeable/ have
enough energy to complete its task), (iii) robot can have sectors up to 64 [128] and (iv)
sensors have fixed number of sectors and in the simulation it has considered as eight.
4.2.1 Information Gathering
RSS Message
ISS Message
SensorsRobot
R S
Extract the Robot Sector ID 
of the signal with highest SNR
SR
Record the tuple <Lk, si, s_Idi,k> 
for all received signals
Move to next location
1
2
3
4
5
FIGURE 4.1: MmTM information gathering protocol
This section describes the information gathering in MmTM algorithm. A protocol was
proposed for the communication between robot and sensor nodes, which is based on the
standard IEEE 802.11ad protocol Sector Level Sweep (SLS) phase. This proposed protocol,
does not go through all the steps in beamforming concept of the IEEE 802.11ad protocol
as described in the Appendix B.2.1. The reason is robot and sensor do not need to pair
the best sectors for the communication as MmTM algorithm requires only to update packet
reception binary matrix along with received sector ID. Hence, there is a energy saving with
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this new protocol. The proposed protocol is shown in Figure 4.1 and steps are described
below.
i) Step 1: Robot broadcasts a Initiator Sector Sweep (ISS) message from all its sectors, and
sensors stay on Quasi-omni pattern. In this step, a sensor node can receive packets from
more than one sector of the robot.
ii) Step 2: Sensor node choose the best sector of the robot based on the Signal to Noise
Ratio (SNR). It extracts the sector ID of the ISS message delivered with highest SNR.
iii) Step 3: Sensor node transmits sector ID extracted from ISS message back to the robot
from all its sectors via a RSS message. At this time, robot remains on Quasi-omni pattern
to hear from all the sensor nodes located in it’s neighbourhood.
iv) Step 4: The robot updates two matrices, describes below, with the information gath-
ered by the Responder Sector Sweep (RSS) packets sent by sensor nodes located in its
neighbourhood.
v) Step 5: Robot moves to the next location.
Consider a 3D WSN consists of N stationary sensors labelled s1, s2, ...si, ..., sN , whose
locations are not known and a mobile robot traverse the network to gather information
about sensor nodes. Robot is able to receive packets at L1, L2, ...Lk, ..., Ln locations on
the robot trajectory at discrete time instances, t1, t2, ..., tk, ..., tn. Two N × n matrices are
updated by the robot based on the information gathered by received RSS messages from
each sensor node. First is a binary matrix M that called as the packet receiving matrix
which is updated by the following rule:
M(i, k) = 1, if the robot receives a RSS packet from the sensor si at the time tk;
M(i, k) = 0, if the robot does not get a RSS packet from the sensor si at the time tk.
The second matrix A records the robot’s sector ID included in the RSS packets received
from sensor nodes. The matrix A is updated by the following rule:
A(i, k) = s IDi,k, if the robot receives a RSS packet from the sensor si at the time
tk;
A(i, k) = 0, if the robot does not get a RSS packet from the sensor si at the time tk.
where s IDi,k is the ID of the robot’s sector included in the RSS packet received from
sensor si at the time tk.
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4.2.2 Information Mapping
This section describes the maximum likelihood topology coordinate calculation based on
the gathered information in the previous step. The information gathered by the robot is
mapped to the coordinates using a packet receiving probability function S(d) proposed
in 3.2.1. This function describes the probability of receiving packets from a sensor when
robot is at a particular distance. Let, S(d) be the probability value when robot is at distance
d from the sensor. Then, S(d) is defined as,
S(d) := p0 ∀ d ≤ r
S(d) := 0 ∀ d ≥ R
S(d) :=
p0(R− d)
(R− r) ∀ r < d < R (4.1)
where 0 < p0 ≤ 1, 0 < r < R ≤ Rc are some given constants. Rc is the communication
range of a sensor node.
The goal of MmTM algorithm is to find the optimal solution for the location of the
sensors in 3D space. Let consider, vectors m1,m2, ...,mi, ...,mN and a1, a2, ..., ai, ..., aN
be the rows of the matrix M and A respectively. Also, let mi(1),mi(2), ...,mi(k), ...,mi(n)
and ai(1), ai(2), ..., ai(k), ..., ai(n) denote the elements of the vector mi and ai respectively.
Then the R-neighbourhood of the packet received locations of each node si is divided into
small step grid g1, g2, ..., gj with the length of δk. We introduce a function Pi(xj , yj , zj)
which is the probability of obtaining the vectors mi and ai for the robot’s trajectory un-
der the assumptions that the sensor node si is located at the grid point gj = (xj , yj , zj).
Pi(xj , yj , zj) can be calculated using,
Pi(xj , yj , zj) = [Z
i
1(dj1)Z
i
2(j1)][Z
i
1(dj2)Z
i
2(j2)]...[Z
i
1(djn)Z
i
2(jn)] (4.2)
Zi1(djk) and Z
i
2(jk) are defined as,
Z1(djk) =
S(djk) if mi(k) = 11− S(djk) if mi(k) = 0
where, Lk = (xR(tk), yR(tk), zR(tk)) and
djk =
√
(xj − xR(tk))2 + (yj − yR(tk))+(zj − zR(tk))2 (4.3)
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Z2(jk) =

1 if α1(ik) <= θ(jk) <= α2(ik)and
β2(ik) <= φ(jk) <= β2(ik)
0 else mi(j) = 0
where, θ(jk) and φ(jk) are azimuth and elevation angles respectively between robot loca-
tion at time tk and grid point j. α and β are defined as follows.
Consider the horizontal and vertical direction angle of the sector ai(k) is γik and δik.
The horizontal and vertical beam widths of that sector is HBWik and V BWik. Then,
α1(ik) = γik −HBWik/2− tan−1{δk/R} (4.4)
α2(ik) = γik +HBWik/2 + tan
−1{δk/R} (4.5)
β1(ik) = δik − V BWik/2− tan−1{δk/R} (4.6)
β2(ik) = δik + V BWik/2 + tan
−1{δk/R} (4.7)
From the calculation, it is obvious that Pi(xj , yj , zj) = 0 for any node si for all (xj , yj , zj)
that are outside the R - neighbourhood of the robot’s trajectory and out of the antenna
lobe. After calculating Pi(xj , yj , zj) value for each grid vertex, the grid vertex (x
opt
j , y
opt
j , z
opt
j )
that delivers the maximum value of Pi(xj , yj , zj) among all vertices of the grid is taken as
the maximum likelihood topology coordinate of the sensor si. This is an approximation of
the optimal location of the sensor node si.
4.3 Automated Robot Path And Antenna Setups
This section describes the selection of the mobile robot path and robot’s antenna setups.
There are several robot path planning algorithms proposed in the literature. To formulate
the path planning algorithm, robot needs to move from a given point to a goal while
optimizing a defined parameter/s such as energy [165, 166] or time [148, 149]. In the
proposed path planning algorithm, the goal is to access all the nodes in the network in least
possible time. As it is assumed that robot has unlimited power, energy is not a constraint.
In this section, 2D and 3D robot trajectories are considered to receive packets from
sensor nodes. Two antenna setups were examined under the 2D robot trajectory to cover
the 3D space. Those are vertical antenna arrays and vertical antenna sweeping. Since
robot can cover the network vertically and horizontally in 3D robot trajectory, we deal
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(a) Antenna array (b) Beam steering
FIGURE 4.2: Antenna setups for 2D robot path
more with trajectory planning than with antenna setup. The detailed description of robot
trajectory algorithms and its antenna setups are discussed in the following subsections.
4.3.1 2D Robot Path Planning and Antenna Setups
In the robot-assisted localization scenario presented here, one of the main issue is the path
of the robot travels along. The optimum path is the one that covers the network entirely
during the shortest possible time while avoiding the obstacles. Among the proposed paths
for robot assisted localization in literatures such as [167], vacuum robot path planning
is the most common algorithm for localization, with four different approaches namely,
random walk, spiral, ’S’ shape and wall follow [148]. Among them, random walk and
wall follow are excluded since the former is ineffective in terms of required time and the
latter is impossible for outdoor environments [148]. The most effective path examined in
[148] is ’S’ shape with full coverage and shortest traveling time. 2D ’S’ shape robot path
proposed in [149] covers the entire network by avoiding the obstacles. That algorithm
was used to automate our 2D robot path. The two antenna setups that are examined with
the 2D path planning are discussed follow.
4.3.1.1 Vertical Antenna Array (VAA)
This setup covers the 3D space in vertical direction while robot is moving horizontally.
The elevation angle of vertical antennas are different as shown in Figure 4.2(a). When
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the robot is moving horizontally it scans the entire network and updates the two matrices.
As an example, robot receives the packets from sensor nodes s2, s4 and s5 in its current
location. But robot needs to move forward to hear from node s3 and has to move backward
to hear from node s1. Thus, travelling along ’S’ shape trajectory, receiving packets from
the entire network is guaranteed.
4.3.1.2 Vertical Beam Steering (VBS)
In VBS, the elevation angle of the sector antenna beam changes from 0 to pi/2 as shown in
Figure 4.2(b). The robot stops at a point and sweeps the antenna to hear from the nodes
and then moves to a new point. Since the antenna is sweeping during the sensor packet
transmission time, there is a probability of packet loss compared to the VAA.
4.3.2 3D Robot Path Planning and Antenna Setups (3D)
In 3D robot path planning, the 2D algorithm proposed in [149] was extended to 3D ’S’
shape pathway. Figure 4.3 shows the robot path in a room. The robot moves in z direction
following the ’S’ shape and makes a turn when it hits an obstacle or ceiling/floor. In 3D
robot path planning, it does not need to consider either vertical antenna arrays or vertical
antenna sweeping, as robot moves through the entire network and receives packets from
all the nodes. Therefore, the elevation angle of all sector antennas was set as zero.
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FIGURE 4.3: 3D ’S’ shape robot trajectory in a room
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(a) Warehouse (b) Greenhouse
FIGURE 4.4: Simulation environments with sensor locations (red dots)
4.4 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed MmTM algorithm is evaluated in this section using two
simulation environments. One is a warehouse environment with metal racks and tables as
shown in Figure 4.4(a) with 591 sensor nodes distributed over the environment. Second
scenario is shown in Figure 4.4(b) and it is a greenhouse full with plants. 410 sensor
nodes cover the environment.
MATLAB simulation software was used for the computations. The communication
channel between robot and sensors is modelled based on a path loss model that repre-
sents propagation characteristics of MmWaves in practical environments. Several path
loss models have been proposed in literature for MmWave communication and some of
them are Close-in (CI) model reference distance model, Floating-intercept (FI) model and
alpha-beta-gamma (ABG) model [161, 162]. From the experiment results proposed in
[161, 162], it can be seen that CI path loss model well explains the MmWave physical
propagation losses in both indoor and outdoor compared to other existing models. Hence,
CI path loss model was used and the model is as follows.
PL(f, d) = FSPL(f, d0) + 10εlog10(d/d0) +Xσ
for d ≥ d0, where, d0 = 1 (4.8)
where, PL(f, d) is the path loss value in dB, ε is the path loss exponent, d is the dis-
tance between robot and the node, and Xσ is a zero Gaussian random variable with
standard deviation σ in dB (this represents the large-scale channel fluctuations due to
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FIGURE 4.5: Warehouse node distribution in actual map and calculated maps
shadowing [161]). FSPL is the free space path loss at distance d0 and can be calculated as
10log10(4pid0f/c)
2, where f is the frequency and c is the speed of light.
The simulation parameter values use are listed in Table 4.1. The values for path loss
model parameters are taken from the experiments described in [161, 162]. MmWave
communication is affected by the oxygen concentration in the environment. This is one of
the reasons that the attenuation is high in outdoor MmWave communication. Since there
are many plants in greenhouse environment, the oxygen concentration is high compared
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FIGURE 4.6: Greenhouse node distribution in actual map and calculated maps
TABLE 4.1: SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUES
Parameter Value
Transmitted power (Ptx) 20dB
Receiving Sensitivity -60dB
Communication Range (R) 7m
Frequency (f) 73 Ghz
Warehouse ε = 1.7, σ =3.2
Greenhouse ε = 2.4, σ =6.2
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to indoor environments (e.g. warehouse). Thus, outdoor attenuation and path loss values
are considered in simulating propagation model for greenhouse.
Figure 4.5 and 4.6 show the sensor locations in the actual map and the topology maps
generated by the proposed algorithm for both environments. Most of the nodes are located
in the correct position with all three robot paths, but few are deviated from the actual
position. For an example, in Figure 4.5(b)-4.5(d) some of the nodes located in the area
covered by 18 < x < 20 and 18 < y < 30 have an error in it’s z-coordinates. In actual map
those nodes have a z-coordinate closer to 3, but in calculated maps it’s a value between
1.5 and 3. Moreover, in Figure 4.6(c) Top view, the nodes located closer to x = 0 and
y = 5 have a slight deviation in x and z coordinates compared to Figure 4.6(a) Top view.
To measure this deviation numerically, two metrics were used. First is a distance error
metric that measures the difference between actual locations and the estimated locations.
The distance error needs to be less than the distance between two adjacent nodes in ac-
tual map to maintain the connectivity and node orientation in the calculated map. Second
metric is called as sector displacement metric, which calculates the number of sector de-
viations in topology map from the optimum sector to communicate with a node in actual
network. If the number of sector displacement is zero, it ensures all the nodes are located
in the correct direction and nodes can communicate with neighbours without performing
a beam adjustment method. Thus, the number of nodes having a sector displacement
higher than zero should be less in a well performed algorithm. Consider two neighbour
nodes i and j. Based on the actual location of the node j, it is located in the sector sij
of node i. On the other hand, node j is located in the sector sˆij of node i based on the
estimated locations. Then the sector displacement calculation for the two nodes is,
SDij =
|sij − sˆij | mod (NS/2) if |sij − sˆij | < (NS/2)1− |sij − sˆij | mod (NS/2) else
where NS is the number of sectors in a sensor node..
4.4.1 MmTM Performance Dependency on Number of Antenna Sectors in
the Robot
This section analyses the performance dependency of the algorithm on the number of
sectors in the robot side. As mentioned earlier, the number of sectors in robot can vary
from zero to 64. Theoretically, when number of sectors are increasing, the area of interest
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that node can be located is decreasing and as a result, the accuracy of the algorithm will
increase. Thus, it was evaluated practically using the two simulation environments dis-
cussed above. The evaluation is carried out separately for the three robot paths described
previously.
4.4.1.1 MmTM-VAA
In warehouse simulation, the robot moves on the floor with two antenna elements having
elevation angles of 250 and 750 respectively. The robot moves on the top of the building
in the greenhouse and the elevation angle of vertical elements are −250 and −750. The
performance of the MmTM with 2D robot path and VAA is shown in Figure 4.7. The robot
requires 9 minutes and 7 minutes to access all nodes in the greenhouse and the warehouse
respectively. From the figures, it can be seen that when the number of antenna sectors
increases, the results of both metrics improve. In Figure 4.7(a), the average distance error
reduces from 0.7m to 0.35m in warehouse and from 0.8m to 0.48m in greenhouse. Figure
4.7(b) shows that the percentage of nodes in zero sector displacement increases from 22%
to 91% in warehouse and from 30% to 72% in greenhouse. However, there is a minor
impact on results when the number of sectors increases beyond 16 in both environments.
Beside that, locating nodes in warehouse is more accurate than in the greenhouse. In
Figure 4.7(a) average distance error with 16 antenna sectors is 0.4m and 0.5m in ware-
house and greenhouse respectively. From the Figure 4.7(b), it can be seen that 76% of
nodes have a zero sector displacement in warehouse, which is 20% greater than the green-
house. The reason for that is robot receives less number of packets due to high attenuation
in greenhouse. However, the algorithm has been able to localize the sensors with less than
0.5m average error and a 0.2m variance in this environment.
4.4.1.2 MmTM-VBS
In antenna sweeping, there is a probability of packet loss due to the misalignment of trans-
mitter and receiver. To simulate that, a random number, νi, is generated for each sensor
node and robot is considered to receive a packet, if the conditions Prx,i > Receiving Sensitivity
and νi > C are satisfied. Prx,i is the receiving power of the signal send by node i and C is
a constant between 0 and 1. In the simulation it has set to 0.6.
Robot follows the same path as in VAA. Thus it requires same time to complete the
information gathering phase. The results are shown in Figure 4.8. When the number
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FIGURE 4.7: 2D VAA: Impact of number of sectors in robot
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FIGURE 4.8: 2D VBS: Impact of number of sectors in robot
of sector antennas is increasing, the errors in both performance metrics were reduced.
However, compared to VAA, VBS incurs approximately 0.1m larger distance error as well
as a larger variance as shown in Figure 4.8(a). Moreover, by referring Figure4.7(b) and
4.8(b), it can be seen that the percentage of nodes in zero sector displacement with 32
antenna sectors has reduced nearly by 25% with VBS in both environments. The main
reason is packet loss due to the antenna sweep. On the other hand, VBS does not required
two antenna sets as in VAA.
4.4.1.3 MmTM 3D
The performance of the MmTM with 3D robot path is analysed and shown in Figure 4.9.
Since the robot is moving in 3D space, the elevation angle of the robot antenna is set
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FIGURE 4.9: 3D: Impact of number of sectors in robot
as zero. Due to the simple antenna structure in 3D robot path, it requires more time
to complete the information gathering phase by accessing all the nodes in network. In
greenhouse environment robot requires 21 minutes to gather information and 17 minutes
in warehouse environment. Same as the 2D robot paths, the performance of the algorithm
increases when the antenna sectors increase. However, in Figure 4.9(a) it can be seen that
the difference between average distance error in two environments has reduced compared
to 2D robot path. Also, in Figure 4.7(b), the zero sector displacement with 16 antenna
sectors is same for the two environments, but greenhouse has a higher percentage of nodes
in two sector displacement compared to the warehouse.
4.4.2 Performance Comparison with Other Algorithms
The performance of the algorithms is compared with two existing algorithms proposed
recently for 3D WSN localization. To perform a fair evaluation a rang-based algorithm
named DR-MDS [163] and a range free algorithm called NTLDV-HOP [164] were chosen.
Number of sectors in robot is considered as 16 in all the cases and the results are shown in
Figure 4.10 and 4.11. To emphasis the differences in distance error CDF, the CDF values
against the log distance error were plotted as in Figure 4.10(a) and 4.11(a). According
to the results, there is a great improvement in both metrics in proposed MmTM algorithm
with all three robot paths and antenna setups. Referring to Figure 4.10(a) and 4.11(a),
it can be seen that the distance error of all nodes in MmTM is less than 5% of the nodes
distance error in NTLDV-HOP and DR-MDS. Also, 80% of nodes in MmTM are located with
less than 0.7m distance error, which is a enormous improvement compared to other two
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FIGURE 4.10: Performance comparison results for warehose
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FIGURE 4.11: Performance comparison results for greenhouse
algorithms. When comparing the three antenna setups proposed for MmTM algorithm, 3D
robot path antenna setup has a better performance compared to 2D robot path antenna
setups.
From Figure 4.10(b) and 4.11(b), it can conclude that more than 50% of nodes have
a zero sector displacement in MmTM with different robot paths, which is a significant im-
provement compared to other two algorithms. For both environment set ups, NTLDV-HOP
and DR-MDS algorithms have less than 20% of nodes with zero sector displacement and
more than 30% of nodes in three sector displacement category. Thus, it required a beam
training method to tune the sensor beams before communicating with its neighbours. This
requires more time and energy.
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4.5 Energy Awareness, Computation Overhead and the Limita-
tions of the MmTM Algorithm
As sensor nodes have scarce resources and capabilities such as energy, processing power
and memory, WSN algorithms required to be compatible with these limited resources.
Thus, this section evaluates the energy awareness and computation overhead of the algo-
rithm. Finally, the limitations of the proposed MmTM algorithm are discussed.
4.5.1 Energy Usage Comparison
Since, energy consumption of the transceiver is more significant than computational en-
ergy consumption and sensing energy consumption, this calculation considers only the
Mmwave transceiver energy consumption for packet transmitting and receiving.
Let the total energy consumption by the algorithm is Et, the energy required for one
packet transmission is Etx and energy required for one packet reception is Erx. Then
energy required by the MmTM is shown in equations (5.8). For simplicity, it has assumed
that the packet sizes used in all the transmissions are same.
Et = N(nErx + nsEtx) (4.9)
where, N is the total number of nodes in the network, n is the average number of time
that a single sensor node receives ISS message from the robot and s is the number of
sectors in the sensor nodes. Since there is no energy restriction in robot side, the energy
consumption in robot has not considered.
When considering the above energy equations, it can be seen that n has a major effect
on the algorithm energy consumption. However, it is a controllable factor that can be
decided by the application requirement. For an example, if the application needs more
accuracy, more number of samples can be used. On the other hand, if it is more important
to conserve energy, the number of samples can be reduced.
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4.5.2 Comparison of Computation Overhead
For MmTM calculation, it requires O(Nn) messages. However, the calculations are done
at the central and there is no computational or memory limitations at the central node.
Thus, this method can be used to generate an effective and accurate topology map.
4.5.3 Limitations
One limitation in MmTM is that the coordinate calculation phase starts only after the infor-
mation gathering from all the nodes in the network is complete. This would be a drawback
in some applications in large-scale emergency environments that require sensor locations
instantly. The second is that the coordinates are calculated centrally. However, MmTM has
been able to generate accurate topology maps without having any prior information about
the network or special devices embedded to sensor nodes.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, Millimetre Wave Topology (MmTM) algorithm was presented to generate
maximum likelihood topology maps for 3D MmWave WSNs. The algorithm utilizes the
sector antennas used in MmWave communication for coordinate calculation. A scenario
in which an automated mobile robot that extracts the information about sensor nodes by
keeping track of the packet reception from sensor nodes along with the IDs of the best sec-
tors to communicate with each node at each time instance was considered. The collected
information is mapped to a coordinate system using a signal receiving probability func-
tion, which is sensitive to the distance. Three robot movements were simulated, namely a
2D robot path with VAA, a 2D robot path with VBS and a 3D robot path.
Performance of the proposed algorithm with all three robot movement methods was
evaluated. First, the dependency on the number of sector antennas in the robot is pre-
sented. It can be seen that after increasing the number of sector antennas beyond 16, the
performance is almost same with a less than 0.7m error in more than 80% of nodes and
has a zero sector displacement in more than 50% of nodes. Then, MmTM algorithm is
compared with two existing algorithms, DR-MDS and NTLDV-HOP, and results show that
it outperforms those algorithms in both performance metrics. The CDF of distance error
shows that the distance error of all nodes in MmTM is less than 5% of the nodes distance
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error in NTLDV-HOP and DR-MDS. Moreover, more than 35% of nodes are having zero sec-
tor displacement compared to other two algorithms, which proves that MmTM preserves
the connectivity as well as the directivity of actual physical map.
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Distributed Maximum Likelihood
Topology Map
The two algorithms previously proposed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 centrally calculate
the topology coordinates of sensor nodes. This requires more time to gather information
from sensor nodes and to calculate the coordinates for large-scale WSNs, which restricts
the scalability of sensor networks. In light of this, this chapter proposes a topology map-
ping algorithm, the Distributed Millimetre wave Topology Map (DMmTM), which calcu-
lates the sensor coordinates at each sensor. As MmWave communication is an emerging
technology that entails more restrictions and characteristics to be considered in topology
map calculation, this chapter proposes a distributed topology map for MmWave WSNs.
Moreover, this calculation can be easily adapted to RF WSN topology map calculation by
assuming the number of sector antennas in sensor nodes as one.
DMmTM relies on a set of anchor nodes and exploits the beamforming protocol to cal-
culate the coordinates of the surrounding nodes. The extracted information from anchors
is mapped to a set of topology coordinates using a packet receiving probability function,
which is sensitive to distance. As sensors get localized, a subset of such nodes is selected
as new anchors to propagate the localization process throughout the network. This sig-
nificantly reduces the number of initial, pre-localized anchors required. Two variants of
DMmTM are proposed based on anchor placement strategies: the DMmTM-Static Sys-
tem (DMmTM-SS) localizes sensors using static anchors, and the DMmTM-Hybrid System
(DMmTM-HS) utilizes mobile and static anchors to localize sensors. These algorithms are
evaluated using two realistic sensor network environments and compared with existing
localization algorithms.
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The chapter is structured as follows and the main results of the chapter were originally
published in [168]. Section 5.1 offers an introduction and motivation for the research
presented in this chapter. Section 5.2 discusses the details of proposed DMmTM algorithm.
Section 5.3 presents the performance evaluation and comparison of the algorithm. Section
5.4 examines the energy usage and complexity of the proposed algorithm. Finally, Section
5.5 provides a conclusion of the chapter.
5.1 Introduction
Current radio communication frequency spectrum (sub-GHz) is already congested with
numerous competing networking technologies thus limiting its availability. MmWave in
30-300 GHz frequency range with its support of multi-Gbps data rates has thus emerged
as a potential solution to support WSN applications in many cases, including those re-
quiring high-bandwidth connectivity over short distances [156]. Even though MmWave
communication supports high bandwidth demanding WSN applications and services, it
requires unobstructed LoS between transmitter receiver pairs due to adverse signal prop-
agation characteristics [128, 130, 156]. Majority of signal propagation issues has been
mitigated by utilising narrow beam width antenna arrays [159]. Therefore, adaptive
beamforming has become an essential aspect of MmWave communication that determines
the pair of antenna sectors with highest signal quality between the transmitter and re-
ceiver [128, 159, 169]. In addition, practical feasibility of adaptive beamforming has been
demonstrated through the recent indoor MmWave (60 Ghz) communication standards
such as the IEEE 802.11ad [170].
Thus, accurate and scalable localization algorithm for MmWave WSN becomes even
more important to support beamforming techniques and to location-aware protocols. As
the signal attenuation is high and propagation is sensitive to many factors in MmWaves,
topology map of WSN network is a more promising and a feasible solution than distance
estimation based localization techniques. Chapter 4 presents an MmWave Topology Map
(MmTM) algorithm that exploits the antenna beamforming algorithms to derive topol-
ogy maps. However, MmTM is a centralized algorithm that evaluates topology maps us-
ing a mobile robot, which traverses the network communicating with each device in the
network. MmTM requires direct accessibility to all the devices from mobile robot, and
requires significant traversal time to access all devices.
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This chapter proposes the Distributed MmWave Topology Map (DMmTM) algorithm
for locating devices in MmWave WSN networks. DMmTM algorithm relies on a set of an-
chor nodes, i.e., devices whose locations are known, to find the coordinates of surrounding
sensor nodes at unknown locations. Both anchors and sensor nodes are equipped with an-
tenna arrays with steerable narrow beams, which have a limited effective coverage angle
compared to omni directional antennas [160]. This chapter proposes variants of localiza-
tion algorithms for two common anchor placement strategies. DMmTM for a Static System
(DMmTM-SS) is proposed for static anchor deployments and DMmTM for a Hybrid System
(DMmTM-HS) is proposed for a network that combines static and mobile anchor deploy-
ments. For evaluation of algorithms, a random distribution for static anchor deployment
is considered while mobile anchors follow a random path to communicate with sensors.
Each sensor node records two vectors based on its communication with a subset of anchor
nodes. First is a vector of neighbour anchors’ location and second is a vector identifying
the best antenna sectors to communicate with those anchors. Then, the maximum likeli-
hood topology coordinates is estimated for each sensor node using these two vectors and
a packet receiving probability function.
The performance of the DMmTM algorithm is evaluated using two simulation environ-
ments, a greenhouse and a warehouse, representing significantly different environmental
characteristics. Even though DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-HS have similar distance errors
and slightly higher direction error compared to centralized MmTM proposed in Chapter 4,
the distributed algorithm proposed in this chapter is more efficient in terms of communi-
cation overhead, energy consumption and computation complexity.
5.2 Distributed Millimeter Wave Topology Map (DMmTM)
This section describes the DMmTM algorithm, which creates topology maps for 3D MmWave
WSNs. DMmTM calculates topology coordinates of sensors using connectivity and direc-
tional information gathered by anchors. This algorithm follows some of the steps in the
IEEE 802.11ad beamforming protocol described in the Appendix B. DMmTM consider only
the SLS phase, which identifies the optimum sector pair1. Moreover, CSMA/CA mechanism
in the IEEE 802.11ad protocol is used as the collision avoidance method [128, 171].
1two sectors with highest received signal quality
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FIGURE 5.1: Work flow of DMmTM-SS
This section proposes two ways of topology coordinate calculations based on the type
of anchor nodes used in the network, i.e. static or mobile. In both scenarios, sensors are
fixed. Following subsections describes the two algorithms.
5.2.1 Distributed Millimetre Wave Topology Map for Static System (DMmTM-
SS)
DMmTM-SS calculates the topology coordinates of sensors using static sensors, which
are randomly distributed throughout the environment. Static anchors know their own
coordinates, but are unaware of the direction of sector antennas. Also, it is assumed that
elevation angles of sensor antennas are oriented in different directions to maintain the
coverage of the network. Number of initially deployed anchors (NA) is less compared to
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number of sensors (N) in the network. Thus, a subset of sensor nodes is selected as new
anchors after calculating their topology coordinates and going through a node filtration
process. These newly selected anchor nodes are then used to calculate the coordinates of
non-localized sensors and sensors do not have sufficient information to localize.
DMmTM-SS algorithm consists of four steps, namely (i) Direction estimation of anchor
sectors, (ii) Information gathering, (iii) Information mapping and (iv) Node filtration. The
main tasks of each step is illustrated in Figure 5.1 and described in following subsections.
5.2.1.1 Direction Estimation of Anchor Sectors
In this step, each anchor estimates its sector antenna coverage area by communicating
with any other anchors located within its communication range (Rc) as in Step 1 of Figure
5.1. The pseudo code of this step is illustrated in the Appendix C.3.1.1.
Consider NA stationary anchors are randomly distributed and labelled as A = {a1, a2,
...ai, ..., aNA}, whose locations are known but direction or orientation information are not
known. Each anchor ai has NS number of sectors and the pth sector (secaip ) coverage area
is defined as Ωaisecp . To estimate the direction angle of a sector antenna, both elevation
angle2 and azimuth angle3 need to be calculated. We assume that VBW of a sector is fixed
and it is a known parameter. The HBW of a sector can be calculated as 2pi/NS .
As in the first block of the Step 1 in Figure 5.1, each anchor records two vectors. First,
the set of anchors located within the neighbourhood of anchor ai, which is defined as
κai = {k : k ∈ A and Ωaisecp ∩ Ωksecq 6= ∅, (p, q) ∈ {1, ...NS}}. To find κai , each anchor
ai communicates with its neighbour anchors using the IEEE 802.11ad standard protocol
[170] and finds out its optimum sector to communicate. Then it records the second vector,
which is the set of optimum sector to communicate with each neighbour anchor in κai
respectively. That can be defined as Hai = {hk : k ∈ κai and hk ∈ secaip , p ∈ {1, ...NS}}.
Then the second task is to calculate the elevation and azimuth angles of all the sectors
of anchor ai w.r.t. anchors in κai . Let Φai = {φk : k ∈ κai and 0 < φ < 2pi} and
Ψai = {ψk : k ∈ κai and 0 < ψ < 2pi} be the sets of calculated azimuth and elevation
angles. Initially we assumed that calculated angles based on the anchor coordinates are
the initial direction of each sector. Thus, the first element of Hai is considered to calculate
the initial azimuth and elevation angle of sector hk(1), which is φk(1) and ψk(1) that
2the direction angle of the beam in vertical plane
3the direction angle of the beam in horizontal plane
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(a) Top view of anchor ai sectors when NS=4
(b) Side view of anchor ai ’s sector two
FIGURE 5.2: φˆaisecp and ψˆ
ai
secp calculation
calculated using coordinates of anchor ai and k(1). Then the direction angles of all sectors
of ai are calculated using equation (5.1). This explains in Figure 5.2. As in the first
circle of Figure 5.2(a), k(1) anchor located in the secai2 and by considering the coordinate
difference of two anchors, the initial direction of sector secai2 is calculated i.e. phik(1).
Then using HBW, the direction angles of rest of the sectors are calculated using equation
(5.1) and those are φaisec1(1), ..., φ
ai
sec4(1). The same procedure is followed to calculate the
elevation angles and these steps are repeated for all the elements in Hai .
φaisecp(1) = φk(1) +HBW ∗∆secp(1)
ψaisecp(1) = ψk(1) (5.1)
where, φaisecp(1) and ψ
ai
secp(1) are the initial azimuth and elevation angles of sector sec
ai
p
that calculated based on information received from anchor k(1) as shown in Figure 5.2.
∆secp is the number of sectors between sec
ai
p and hk(1) in counter clockwise direction.
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The average sector direction that satisfies all the calculated angle sets is then estimated
using equation (5.2). These calculated final angles are shown in Figure 5.2 as φˆaisecp and
ψˆaisecp .
φˆaisecp =
Σ
|κai |
n=1φk(n) +HBW ∗∆secp(n)
| κai |
ψˆaisecp =
Σ
|κai |
n=1ψk(n)
| κai |
(5.2)
5.2.1.2 Information Gathering
Having estimated the direction angles each anchor transmits beacon packets, which in-
cludes the sector direction angle and the anchor coordinates. These beacon packets are
transmitted from all its sectors as in the Step 2 of Figure 5.1. The pseudo code of this step
is illustrated in the Appendix C.3.1.2. The sensors listen for those packets in quasi-omni
mode and chose the optimum antenna sector (secopt) to communicate. This is the same
procedure as in ISS sub-phase of SLS phase in the IEEE 802.11ad [170].
Consider a network consisting ofN stationary sensors labelled S = {s1, s2, ...sj , ..., sN},
whose locations are not known. Vsj = {v : v ∈ A and Ωsjsecp∩Ωvsecq 6= ∅, (p, q) ∈ {1, ...NS}}
is the set of anchors located within the communication range of sensor sj . Based on the
information gathered from neighbourhood anchors, node sj records two set of vectors,
namely, anchor locations Lsj = {lv ≡ (xv, yv, zv) : v ∈ Vsj and x, y, z ∈ R} and optimum
sector direction angle Θsj = {θv ≡ (αv, βv) : v ∈ Vsj and αv ∈ φˆvsecopt and βv ∈ ψˆvsecopt}.
5.2.1.3 Information Mapping
This section describes the Step 3 of Figure 5.1, which is the information mapping phase.
The pseudo code of this step is illustrated in the Appendix C.3.1.3. The information gath-
ered in previous step is mapped to topology coordinates of sensor sj using a packet receiv-
ing probability function S(d) used in Chapter 3. This function describes the probability of
receiving packets from an anchor when sensor is at a particular distance. Let, S(d) be the
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probability value when sensor is at distance d from the anchor. Then, S(d) is defined as,
S(d) := p0 ∀ d ≤ r
S(d) := 0 ∀ d ≥ R
S(d) :=
p0(R− d)
(R− r) ∀ r < d < R (5.3)
where 0 < p0 ≤ 1, 0 < r < R ≤ Rc are some given constants.
The sensor sj divides the R-neighbourhood of the anchors in Vsj into a small rectan-
gular grid G = {g1, g2, ..., gl} with grid size of δk. A function Pj(xl, yl, zl) describes the
probability of obtaining the vectors Lsj and Θsj when the sensor node sj is located at the
grid point gl = (xl, yl, zl). Pj(xl, yl, zl) can be calculated using equation (5.4)
Pj(xl, yl, zl) = Zj(dl1)Zj(dl2)...Zj(dlm)...Zj(dl|Vsj |) (5.4)
Zj(dlm) is defined as,
Zj(dlm) =
S(dlm) if Cond(1) and Cond(2) satisfy0 else
where, dlm is the distance between grid point gl and the mth element of anchor in V. The
location of anchor v(m) is lv(m) = (xv(m), yv(m), zv(m)) ∈ Lsj . Then dlm is calculated as,
dlm =
√
(xl − xv(m))2 + (yl − yv(m))+(zl − xv(m))2 (5.5)
The direction angles of optimum sector of anchor v(m) is θv(m) = (αv(m), βv(m)) ∈
Θsj .Then the condition(1) and condition(2) are define as,
Cond(1) = αv(m)−HBW/2 ≤ λ(lm) ≤ αv(m) +HBW/2
Cond(2) = βv(m)− V BW/2 ≤ γ(lm) ≤ βv(m) + V BW/2
where, λ(lm) and γ(lm) are azimuth and elevation angles respectively between anchor of
v(m) and grid point gl.
After calculating Pj(xl, yl, zl) value for each grid vertex, we take the grid vertex (x
opt
l ,
yoptl , z
opt
l ) delivering the maximum value of Pj(xl, yl, zl) among all vertices of the grid. This
is an approximation of the optimal location of the sensor node sj .
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FIGURE 5.3: EsjNS vs distance error
5.2.1.4 Node Filtration
The final step of Figure 5.1 is node filtration. In this phase, localized nodes are grouped
into three categories, (i) New anchors (Ca), (ii) Nodes with good location estimates (Cg)
and (iii) Nodes with bad location estimates (Cb). The pseudo code of this step is illustrated
in the Appendix C.3.1.4. For the categorization an error estimation method based on the
local neighbourhood nodes is used. Sensor sj transmits a beacon message to its neighbours
and requests the coordinates. Then it calculates a parameter called error of neighbour
scattering (EsjNS) as described in equation (5.6).
E
sj
NS
=
ej
Nsi
(5.6)
where, ej is the number of nodes located outside the sensor sj ’s communication range
based on the calculated topology coordinates i.e. the distance between two nodes is
greater than Rc. Nsi is the total number of nodes in sensor sj neighbourhood. This is
estimated based on the packets received.
After calculating EsjNS , the nodes are categorized using the following rule.
Node category =

Ca E
sj
NS
≤ τ1
Cg τ1 < E
sj
NS
≤ τ2
Cb E
sj
NS
> τ2
where, τ1 and τ2 are predefined threshold values. To find the optimum values for τ1 and
τ2, the distance error after initial topology coordinate estimation is calculated and plotted
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against the EsjNS as shown in Figure 5.3. In the Figure, it can be seen that nodes having
E
sj
NS
value less than 0.1 have a distance error less than 0.5m. Also, when EsjNS is less
than 0.2, the distance error is less than 1m. Thus, in our simulation τ1 and τ2 are set as
0.1 and 0.2 respectively. If there are nodes in category Cb, the topology coordinates of
those nodes are recalculated using new anchor information (i.e. nodes in group Ca). This
process continues until zero nodes in the category Cb or number of iterations exceeds the
predefined limit (iT ).
5.2.2 Distributed Millimetre Wave Topology Map for Hybrid System (DMmTM-
HS)
DMmTM-HS calculates the topology coordinates of sensors using static and mobile an-
chors. This chapter has considered one mobile anchor following a random moving pattern
to communicate with sensors in the network. However, there is no limitation on either
number of mobile anchors or their movement patterns. The static anchors are randomly
distributed all over the environment. The proposed algorithm assumes that mobile anchor
is equipped with a compass and it know the direction angles of its sector antennas. There
are two reasons for this assumption. First, as one/few mobile anchors are considered, it
will not be an economical constraint to equip them with a compass. Second, the direc-
tion calculation of the sectors of mobile anchor will be time consuming as the direction
changes when mobile anchor turns. However, if any application cannot equip the mobile
anchor with a compass, then the same method explained in Step 1 in Figure 5.1 can be
used to calculate the directional information of mobile anchor. Also, the static anchors
are unaware of direction angles of its sectors and required to calculate as in DMmTM-SS.
Moreover, it is assumed that elevation angle of nodes antennas are different and number
of static anchors (NA) is much less than the number of sensor nodes (N).
DMmTM-HS algorithm introduces a new step followed by the same four steps in
DMmTM-SS as described in Figure 5.1. The pseudo code of this step is illustrated in
the Appendix C.3.2.1. During the initial step, i.e. Information Gathering via Mobile An-
chor, the mobile anchor moves around the network, transmitting ISS packets that include
its current location and sector direction information from all antenna sectors. The sen-
sors listen for these packets in quasi-omni pattern and select the optimum sector of the
mobile anchor in each location as in the ISS phase of the IEEE 802.11ad standard pro-
tocol [170]. Each sensor node sj records two sets of vectors, namely, mobile anchor
locations LRsj = {lr ≡ (xr, yr, zr) : xr, yr, zr ∈ R} and optimum sector direction angle
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(a) Warehouse (b) Greenhouse
FIGURE 5.4: Simulation environments
ΘRsj = {θr ≡ (αr, βr) : 0 < (αr, βr) < 2pi}. Then, these sets are used in information map-
ping phase to calculate the topology coordinates of each sensor in addition to the Lsj and
Θsj sets gathered by static anchors.
5.3 Performance Evaluation
5.3.1 Simulation Environments and Parameters
The performance of the proposed algorithms are evaluated using two simulation environ-
ments; i) a warehouse environment with metal racks and tables as shown in Figure 5.4(a)
with 881 sensor nodes distributed over the environment and ii) a greenhouse full with
plants as shown in Figure 5.4(b) which is covered by 871 sensor nodes. In both cases, the
minimum distance between two adjacent nodes is 1m. MATLAB simulation software was
used for the computations. The communication channel is modelled as same as in Chapter
4 and the equation is given below.
PL(f, d) = FSPL(f, d0) + 10εlog10(d/d0) +Xσ
for d ≥ d0, where, d0 = 1 (5.7)
where, PL(f, d) is the path loss value in dB, ε is the path loss exponent, d is the distance
between two nodes, and Xσ is a zero Gaussian random variable with standard deviation
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TABLE 5.1: SIMULATION PARAMETER VALUES
Parameter Value
Transmitted Power (Ptx) 20dB
Receiving Sensitivity -60dB
Frequency (f) 73 Ghz
Number of Sectors(NS) 8
Warehouse ε = 1.6, σ =3.2 [162]
Greenhouse ε = 2.4, σ =6.3 [161]
σ in dB (this represents the large-scale channel fluctuations due to shadowing [161]).
FSPL is the free space path loss at distance d0 and can be calculated as 10log10(4pid0f/c)2,
where f is the frequency and c is the speed of light. The simulation parameter values
use are listed in Table 5.1. The values for path loss model parameters are taken from the
experiments described in [161, 162]. Since MmWave communication is affected by the
oxygen concentration in the environment, we have configured higher attenuation for the
greenhouse environment compared to the warehouse.
5.3.2 Evaluation Parameters
To evaluate and compare the performance of DMmTM, the same performance parameters
used in Chapter 4, i.e. Distance error and Sector displacement are used. Distance error
parameter measures the difference between the actual location and the estimated location.
If the objective is to generate an identical map to the physical map, the distance error
should be negligible. As the objective is to generate a isomorphic topology map of the
network, the distance error should be less than the distance between two adjacent nodes.
Then the topology map will make sure the connectivity of the nodes remains same as in
the physical network.
MmWave communication uses narrow beamwidth multi-sector antennas. To select the
correct sector to communicate with each node, the calculated angle from the topology
coordinates need to be same as in the physical map or it need to lie between the sector
antenna beamwidth. Thus, sector displacement parameter measures the number of sectors
deviated from its correct sector. The zero sector displacement value indicates that all the
nodes are located in the correct direction and nodes can communicate without any further
adjustments. Consider two neighbour nodes i and j. Based on the actual location of the
node j, it is located in the sector sij of node i. On the other hand, node j is located in
the sector sˆij of node i based on the estimated locations. Then the sector displacement
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FIGURE 5.6: Maps of warehouse
calculation for the two nodes is:
SDij =

|sij − sˆij | mod (NS/2) if |sij − sˆij |
< (NS/2)
1− |sij − sˆij | mod (NS/2) else
5.3.3 Performance of DMmTM-SS
The performance of DMmTM-SS is evaluated in this section. Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the
sensor locations in actual map and calculated topology map for greenhouse and warehouse
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environments respectively. In DMmTM-SS maps, most of the nodes are located in the
correct position, but few are deviated from the actual position. For an example, in Figure
5.5(b) Top view, some of the nodes located in the middle area deviated from it’s actual
location. Moreover, there is a deviation in nodes located in x=3 and x=19 lines in Figure
5.6(b) Top view. However, most of the nodes are located in correct positions.
Next the performance of DMmTM-SS is evaluated against the ratio of number of initial
anchors to number of sensors in the network (NA/N). Results of two evaluation metrics
are shown in Figure 5.7. In Figure 5.7(a), corresponding to the greenhouse, the distance
error decreases when the anchor ratio increase. The algorithm locates sensors with an
average distance error of 0.75m, which is less than the distance between two adjacent
nodes (i.e.1m) by having 0.1 anchor ratio. When the ratio increase to 0.15, majority of
sensors are located with less than 1m distance error, which ensures that the connectivity is
preserved. The sector displacement for the greenhouse environment is illustrated in Figure
5.7(b). When the anchor ratio is increasing, the percentage of nodes in zero displacement
is also increasing and the percentage of nodes in three sector displacements is decreasing.
Moreover, the pattern of two performance metrics are same in warehouse environment as
shown in Figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d). However, the distance error values are comparatively
less and percentage of nodes in zero sector displacement is high. This is due to the less
packet losses in greenhouse because of its environmental characteristics (i.e. path loss and
shadowing).
5.3.4 Performance of DMmTM-HS
The performance of DMmTM-SS is evaluated in this section. Figure 5.8 and 5.9 show the
sensor locations in actual map and calculated topology map for greenhouse and warehouse
environments respectively. It can be seen that DMmTM-HS located most of the nodes in the
correct positions, but very few of them are deviated. For an example, in Figure 5.8(b) Top
view, some of the nodes located in x=1 and x=2 lines deviated from its actual positions.
Also, in warehouse environment, Figure 5.9(b) Top view shows that some of the nodes
in x=19 line is deviated. However, the deviation between actual position and calculated
position seems to be a small value.
The performance of DMmTm-HS is evaluated against two parameters. First presented
with the variation of NR/N , the ratio between number of sensors receiving ISS packets
from mobile anchor and number of nodes in the network. Then the results of performance
metrics against the number of initial anchors in the network (NA/N) when NR/N is fixed.
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FIGURE 5.7: DMmTM-SS performance against anchor ratio
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FIGURE 5.11: DMmTM-HS performance against anchor percentage when NR/N=0.15
Figure 5.10 shows the results of performance metrics for two environments while
changing the NR/N ratio. In this case NA/N , the ratio between number of initial an-
chor nodes and number of sensor nodes, is set as 0.15. When NR/N ratio is increasing,
the distance error in Figure 5.10(a) and 5.10(c) is decreasing, however, in Figure 5.10(c)
the distance error is almost same after NR/N = 0.8. Figure 5.10(b) and 5.10(d) present
the percentage of nodes in each sector displacement in two environments. As more sensors
receive packets from mobile sensor, the percentage of nodes in zero sector displacement
increases while the number of nodes with three sector displacement decreases.
Then, Figure 5.11 presents the results of performance metrics for greenhouse and
warehouse against the number of initial anchors in the network when NR/N ratio equals
to 0.6. Figure 5.11(a) and 5.11(c) show that when the number of anchors in the network
increases, the distance error decreases. However, beyond 0.2 anchor ratio, the average
distance error stays almost the same, while the variance of the error keeps decreasing,
which ensures that the maximum distance error in the map is reducing. Moreover, Figure
5.11(b) and 5.11(d) illustrate that percentage of nodes located in the correct sector angle
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increases with the number of anchors. Similar to average distance error, the number
of nodes with zero sector displacement barely changes after increasing anchors (NA/N)
beyond 0.2.
5.3.5 Performance Comparison
The performance of the proposed DMmTM algorithms are compared with three existing
algorithms, namely, MmTM [155], DR-MDS [163] and NTLDV-HOP [164]. For the com-
parison, anchor ratio is considered as 0.35 for DMmTM-SS, DR-MDS and NTLDV-HOP
algorithms. In DMmTM-HS anchor ratio is considered as 0.15 and ratio of nodes receiving
packets from mobile anchor as 0.6. When simulating MmTM algorithm, the 3D robot path
considered in [155] is used.
The performance comparison results are presented in Figure 5.12. From the distance
error comparison shown in Figure 5.12(a), DMmTM-SS, DMmTM-HS and MmTM algo-
rithms have almost same average distance error, however, the variance in MmTM is rel-
atively less. This is mainly due to the fact that MmTM algorithm uses a mobile robot
traverses in the network and accesses all the nodes in the network. Therefore, for each
sensor topology coordinate calculation, it has more packets received by robot. However,
information gathering phase in MmTM requires more time than DMTM-SS or DMmTM-HS.
Also, MmTM topology coordinates are calculated centrally, which requires more computa-
tion time. Thus, DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-HS are more efficient while resulting in almost
the same average distance error as MmTM. When comparing to DR-MDS and NTLDV-HOP,
both DMmTM algorithms have outperformed the two algorithms by a 5m distance error.
The sector displacement error for the two environments are shown in Figure 5.12(b) and
5.12(c). In both environments, DMmTM-HS has high percentage of nodes in zero sector
displacement compared to DMmTM-SS. The reason is, static anchors do not know the di-
rection information about its sectors, thus the direction calculation done in the algorithm
may contain some error values. In DMmTM-HS, a mobile anchor is used for the local-
ization, which is equipped with a compass. Therefore, the nodes receiving packets from
the mobile anchor have more accurate information about its direction. Since, MmTM
is using a mobile anchor to localize all the nodes, it has higher percentage of nodes in
zero sector displacement. However, MmTM has some drawbacks in time required for in-
formation gathering and computation. When comparing DMmTM-SS with DR-MDS and
NTLDV-HOP, which depends on static anchors, it can be seen that DMmTM-SS has outper-
formed the two algorithms. Compared to those two algorithms DMmTM-SS has localized
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FIGURE 5.12: Performance comparison
more than 40% of nodes in the correct sector. Also, DMmTM-SS has only 5% of nodes in
three sector displacement, but it is above 20% in DR-MDS and NTLDV-HOP. Thus, it can
conclude that DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-HS generates network maps more accurately and
efficiently.
5.4 Energy Awareness and Computation Overhead of the DMmTM
Algorithm
As sensor nodes have scarce resources and capabilities such as energy, processing power
and memory, WSN algorithms required being compatible with these limited resources.
Thus, this section evaluates the energy awareness and computation overhead of the algo-
rithm.
5.4.1 Energy Usage Comparison
Since, energy consumption of the transceiver is more significant than computational en-
ergy consumption and sensing energy consumption, this calculation considers only the
MmWave transceiver energy consumption for packet transmitting and receiving.
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Let the total energy consumption by the algorithm is Et, the energy required for one
packet transmission is Etx and energy required for one packet reception is Erx. Then
following subsection discuss the energy required by the DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-SS.
5.4.1.1 DMmTM-SS
The energy consumption of DMmTM-SS is shown in equations (5.8). For simplicity, it has
assumed that the packet sizes used in all the transmissions are same.
Et = 2NAsEtx + (N +NA)(mErx) (5.8)
where, N is the number of sensor nodes in the network, M is the number of anchor
nodes, m is the number of anchor nodes located in the neighbourhood of non anchor
nodes (m << M) and s is the number of sectors in the sensor nodes.
5.4.1.2 DMmTM-HS
The energy consumption of DMmTM-HS is shown in equations (5.9).
Et = 2NAsEtx + (N +NA)(mErx) +N(nErx + nsEtx) (5.9)
where, n is the average number of time that a single sensor node receives ISS message
from the mobile anchor. As there is no energy restriction in mobile anchor, the energy
consumption in mobile anchor is not considered.
When considering the above two energy equations i.e. equation (5.8) and equations
(5.9), it can be seen that n and NA have a major effect on the algorithm energy con-
sumption. However, those are controllable factor that can be decided by the application
requirement. For an example, if the application needs more accuracy, more number of
samples and anchors can be used. On the other hand, if it is more important to conserve
energy, the number of samples and anchors can be reduced.
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5.4.2 Comparison of Computation Overhead
The computation complexities of the two algorithms are discussed in this section. It is
calculated based on number of messages required for each calculation as it is proportional
to the time requirement.
5.4.2.1 DMmTM-SS
In the first step of DMmTM-SS, anchor nodes communicate with neighbour anchors. The
worst case is all the anchor nodes are located within the neighbourhood of ai and receive
packets from all the sectors. Thus the worst case complexity is O(NANs). In the sec-
ond step, anchors broadcast beacon packets from all its sectors and sensors receive those
packets. The computation complexity of this step is O(NANs), as in the worst case sensor
si may receive beacon messages from all the anchor sectors. In step three, sensor node
calculates its topology coordinate by dividing it’s neighbour anchors’ communication area
into grid points. The computation complexity of this step is O(NG), where NG is the num-
ber of grid points. In the final step, which is node filtration, the nodes are grouped into
categories and nodes that have higher error values re-calculate their coordinates. Thus,
the computation complexity of this step is O((NANs + NG)p), where p can be a value
between 0 and iT . Also, iT value is a user controllable constant value. For an example
if an application requires a higher accuracy in the map, iT value can be increased and if
not it can be decreased. When considering the total DMmTM-SS algorithm computation
complexity, it is equivalent to O((NANs +NG)p) as it is the highest complexity value.
5.4.2.2 DMmTM-HS
When comparing DMmTM-HS to DMmTM-SS, it has only one additional step, which is
information gathering via mobile anchor phase. The worst case of this step is sensor si
receives all the packets transmitted by the mobile anchor from all its sectors. Thus the
worst case complexity is O(NsT ), where T is the number of packet transmitting points.
The remaining steps’ complexities are same as DMmTM-SS. Thus, the total computa-
tion complexity of the algorithm is O((NANs + NG)p) + O(NsT ), which equivalent to
O((NANs +NG)p).
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5.5 Conclusion
Distributed Millimetre wave Topology Map (DMmTM) algorithms presented in this chapter
provide localization in a coordinate space closely resembling the physical layout. DMmTM-
SS is for networks with static anchors and DMmTM-HS is for networks with static and mo-
bile anchors. Both static and mobile anchors are aware of their locations, but static anchors
are unaware of their beam direction information. Thus, static anchors initially calculate
their direction information, and then the sensors calculate their topology coordinates using
the information extracted from the packets received by anchors. The collected information
is mapped to topology coordinates using a packet receiving probability function, which is
sensitive to the distance. As DMmTM algorithm calculates topology coordinates in each
sensor, it is more efficient than MmTM algorithm. Furthermore, initially deployed anchors
or mobile anchors in DMmTM do not require access to all the sensors in the network as
they select new anchors from sensor nodes after localization. Thus the proposed algorithm
does not require careful mobile anchor path planning or anchor distribution, which pose
significant challenges.
Finally, the performance of DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-HS are compared with three al-
gorithms, MmTM, DR-MDS and NTLDV-HOP. The performance results show that the pro-
posed algorithms localize with distance errors and displacement errors similar to MmTM.
However, the two algorithms are significantly more efficient than MmTM, but unlike
MmTM they do not require each sensor node to be directly accessible by an anchor. Fur-
thermore, the two algorithms outperform NTLDV-HOP and DR-MDS in both performance
metrics. The results indicate the effectiveness of DMmTM-SS and DMmTM-HS gener-
ated maps to preserve the connectivity as well as the directivity of actual physical map,
but without the need for distance estimation using RSSI which is extremely unreliable at
MmWave wavelengths.
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Application 1: Robust Kalman Filter
Based Decentralized Target Search
and Prediction with Topology Maps
This chapter presents a way of using topology maps in WSN based applications. Most of
the accurate target search and prediction algorithms in WSNs that are accurate depend
on the physical location of sensor nodes and physical distances between sensors and the
target. However, there are some environments in which physical distance measurement
using techniques such as signal strength is not feasible- for example in noisy environments
and military environments. Under such circumstances, using a distance free mapping al-
gorithm to locate sensor nodes and search for a target is more advantageous. Therefore,
a novel distributed approach for searching and tracking of targets is presented for sen-
sor network environments using a topology map of the network. The solution consists of
a robust Kalman filter combined with a non-linear least-square method, and the ML-TM
presented in Chapter 3. To make this algorithm distance-free, the primary input for es-
timating target location and direction of motion is provided by time stamps recorded by
the sensor nodes when the target is detected within their sensing range. An autonomous
robot is used to follow and capture the target. This robot collects the time-stamp informa-
tion from sensors in its neighbourhood to determine its own path in search of the target.
While the maximum likelihood topology coordinate space is a robust alternative to phys-
ical coordinates, it contains significant non-linear distortions when compared to physical
distances between nodes. This also is overcome by using time stamps corresponding to
target detection by nodes instead of relying on distances.
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The chapter is structured as follows and the main results of the chapter were origi-
nally published in [172, 173]. Section 6.1 offers an introduction and motivation for the
research presented in this chapter. Section 6.2 reviews background research conducted in
target search and prediction. Section 6.3 presents the proposed DeTarSK algorithm and
is followed by the results in Section 6.4. Finally, Section 6.5 provides a conclusion of the
chapter.
6.1 Introduction
Decentralized target search is an important task in many WSN applications, e.g., search
and rescue, surveillance and military operations [174, 175]. Decentralized algorithms
possess many advantages in ad-hoc WSN environments, which are susceptible to high
link/node failures, uncertainty associated with multi-hop packet delivery, and inaccessi-
bility to centralized computing resources [176, 177]. Thus, the focus of this chapter is on
applications that use sensor networks to monitor details of an environment, track a target
therein, and follow or rendezvous with the target with a device such as an autonomous
robot or even a person carrying a mobile sensor node [178]. Vital requirements for such
applications include real time decision making related to the trajectory of a target, i.e., its
current location, movement and future locations, as well as tracking the target.
Much of the work on target tracking using WSNs rely on accurate localization informa-
tion, specifically the physical coordinates of the nodes as well as the ability to measure the
distance from sensor nodes to the target [179–181]. However, localization of sensor nodes
and distance estimation using strategies such as RSSI measurement or time delay is not
feasible in many complex and harsh environments [176]. Thus novel coordinate systems
have emerged that do not rely on distance estimations in place of physical (geographical)
coordinates [31, 140]. Topology maps presented in Chapter 3, which we rely on in this
Chapter, are an alternative to physical maps but with the distances among nodes signif-
icantly distorted. While such coordinate systems have been used extensively for sensor
networking protocols such as routing and placement, they have found only limited trac-
tion for target tracking due to the fact that such systems do not provide accurate physical
information such as position and velocity. Although they can be easily and accurately gen-
erated, use of such topology coordinates require overcoming significant non-linear distor-
tions between the physical coordinate space and topology coordinate space. This approach
overcomes the non-linear distance distortions in topology coordinate space compared to
physical coordinates using robust Kalman filtering. However, Robust Kalman Filter (RKF)
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based target tracking algorithms [150, 182] require centralized operation, i.e., an envi-
ronment where all the information is processed in a centralized location. As indicated
above, distributed solutions possess many advantages over centralized solutions in WSN
based environments, thus we develop a distributed approach.
This chapter presents a novel algorithm, Decentralized Target Search based on Robust
Kalman Filter and Behavior Formula Extraction (DeTarSK), to track and predict target lo-
cations in an environment where accurate physical distance estimation is not feasible. In-
stead of using physical coordinates and distances, DeTarSK relies on maximum likelihood
topology coordinates and corresponding distances. The algorithm uses RKF uncertain
mobility model in a distributed manner to filter the error calculated in targets previous
locations. Then, it predicts the movement, direction and the future locations of the target,
using an approach in which RKF is combined with nonlinear least square method [183].
Here, it considers the scenario of an autonomous robot searching and tracking the target
using DeTarSK by communicating with sensors within its communication range.
The search considered in this chapter is discrete. The robot search is performed on
an n by n grid, and its next available location is a function of its current location. Also,
the targets movement is independent of the robot’s movement and can take any form.
The autonomous robot calculates the target detection points from the time stamp sets
received from sensors in its locality. These time stamp sets describe the times at which
certain node(s) detected the target in its vicinity. A major challenge is that the gathered
information is not current, i.e., the information gathered from a region may be the targets
past locations and moving directions, but not their current values. Also, the received
information about the targets past behaviour may not be accurate. However, this is the
information that is available for predicting targets location. Therefore, the objective of
this algorithm is to predict the targets current location and calculate the shortest path to
catch the target using the available information in real time. The main contributions of
this chapter are:
• A decentralized target-search algorithm,
• Use of RKF in a decentralized manner to predict future target locations, and
• Overcoming the distortion between topology coordinates and physical coordinates
(which are unknown) for effective target detection.
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6.2 Background on Target Search and Prediction
The problem of searching for targets can be characterized based on different aspects, such
as a one-sided or two-sided search, tracking a stationary vs. a moving target, discrete or
continuous time search, and real-time or off-line search [180, 184]. Tracking can also be
categorized by the underlying the query routing structure, e.g., tree-based [185], hierar-
chical cluster-based [186], geometrical [187] and hash-based [188].
Tracking a target using a large scale network is challenging due to limitations of WSNs
such as limited energy, processing and memory resources [189]. In addition, message
losses are common and nodes are prone to failures [177]. Therefore, target searching
algorithms have to meet constraints, including energy-efficiency, distance-sensitivity, scal-
ability and fault-tolerance [177]. Chong et al. [189] proposed a target localization algo-
rithm in visual sensor networks based on a certainty map that described an area in which
the target was occupied or non-occupied. This algorithm aims at an optimum solution
considering complexity, energy efficiency and robustness. Cluster based target tracking
algorithm is proposed in [190] to minimize the energy consumption in the network by the
use of novel communication protocol they have proposed. The proposed communication
protocol reduces the packet transmission in the target tracking process to optimize the
energy usage. However, the decisions are made in a central node, which requires packet
transmission from sensors to a sink node in timely manner.
An algorithm for sensor selection for target tracking is presented in [191] with low
estimation error and low computation power. Njoya et al. [192] proposed a sensor place-
ment algorithm to cover a target with minimum number of sensors in a reasonable time. A
sensor selection algorithm is proposed in [193] to improve the accuracy of target localiza-
tion while optimizing the energy. Sensor allocation for target tracking in heterogeneous
networks is discussed in [194].
A generalized search for the best path selection based on NP-complete optimal search
path problem is presented in [179]. It considers a target moving within a known indoor en-
vironment partitioned into interconnected regions. The search path problem is modelled
as a discrete search that concerns both cell connectivity and transmit time. The extended
tracking approach for a ultra-wideband indoor sensor network proposed in [195] is based
on a Bernouli filter and considers the uncertainties of data association, target measure-
ment rate, detection and noise. A real-time algorithm based on a probabilistic version of a
local search with estimated global distance is presented in [180]. The initial target loca-
tion probabilities and the transition matrix for possible moves of target are the algorithm
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inputs in the proposed method. The decision making at each step of this search applies
probabilistic distance estimation to find the path trajectory of the agent that minimizes the
average number of search steps.
Locating a single target using synchronous measurements from multiple sensors is
discussed in [94]. This approach is based on forming a geometric relationships between
the measured parameters and their corresponding errors. This relationship is then used
to formulate the localization task as a constrained optimization problem. Moreover, a
geometrically constrained optimization approach to localize a stationary target with AoA
and TDoA of sensors are proposed in [196]. A Learning Real-Time A* algorithm (LRTA*)
for a static target was proposed in [197] and for a Moving Target in [198]. Information
Moving Target Search (IMTS) algorithm [199] has enhanced the MTS algorithm with
informational distance measures based Rokhlin metric1 and Ornstein metric2, which gives
the necessary distance measures.
Locating stationary target in a ultra wideband network using time of arival parameter
is proposed in [201]. Also, Wang et al. [181] proposed an algorithm to locate a single
static target using Kalman filter and a least squares algorithm. This algorithm is based on a
distance model and an angel model. Dong et al. [202] proposed a mobility tracking algo-
rithm for cellular network that uses RSSI measurements and a velocity matrix. Moreover,
Mahfouz et al. [203] proposed a moving target tracking method based on RSSI models
and a Kalman filter. The clustering based fusion estimation target tracking approach in
[204] calculates the filter estimators at each cluster head, and it is suitable for sensor net-
works with multiple sampling intervals. Mobile object tracking in a randomly deployed
binary sensor network is addressed in [205] with a location aware algorithm in which the
output dynamically changes according to the objects movements. Location prediction of
mobile objects in WSNs is proposed in [206]. This method is based on Gauss-Markov mo-
bility model and maximum likelihood technique, which assumes that sensors are capable
to measure the velocity of the target. Mobility estimation in WCDMA network using TDoA
and AoA is proposed in [207]. However, the distance uncertainty calculation based with
range measurements in complex and harsh environments limits it applicability.
The proposed approach deviates from prior work in two ways. First, a WSN topol-
ogy map is used instead of a physical map thus overcoming disadvantages associated with
physical localization and distance measurements. Second, a decentralized target search
1found in [200] to represent both the conditional entropy and the orthogonality measures in an effective
way
2lower bound of Rokhlin metric
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algorithm is proposed. As shown in Figure 6.1(a), in centralized algorithms, the sensed
information has to be routed to base station, processed, and then to the robot [190].
Thus, data is routed through multi-hops, which increase the network traffic and it is sub-
jected to uncertainties in the network reducing the reliability of the algorithm. Hence, this
Chapter proposes a decentralized algorithm in which robot directly communicate with its
neighbours and move towards the target with available information as indicated in Fig-
ure 6.1(b). Thus decentralized algorithms overcome the disadvantages associated with
multi-hop communication in centralized algorithms. Moreover, in a situation that links
with the base station are lost, centralized algorithms are unable to search the target any
further. But in decentralized algorithms, as robot is mobile and using single-hop commu-
nication, it can move around and re-store the communication links easily. Also, if the robot
is unable to function, it can be easily replaced by another robot as navigation paths are
completely independent from each other and depend only on time stamps gathered from
robot’s surrounding nodes. But in centralized algorithms, replacing a base station is not a
feasible solution in an emergency situation. However, there is a disadvantage relates with
decentralized algorithms, which is robot may not get latest information about the target
as in centralized algorithms. But it has overcome in this algorithm by using a prediction
method based on Robust Kalman filter combined with a non-linear least-square method.
6.3 Robust Kalman Filter based Decentralized Target Tracking
and Target Behavior Formula Extraction (DeTarSK )
DeTarSK algorithm based on ML-TM of a WSN is described in this section. The objective of
this algorithm is to construct a real-time path to find a target with least possible time using
the information gathered by robot’s local neighbourhood. The basic idea of the algorithm
is described in Figure 6.2. This algorithm uses standard the IEEE 802.15.4/Zigbee point
to point protocol to communicate with sensors and robot [208]. Keywords used in this
algorithm are described below,
Target : a robot/person enters to the network and moves around in an independent
pattern.
Autonomous robot/agent : a robot/person with a wireless mote that is searching for
the target by communicating with sensor nodes.
Target initial detection point : location the target enters the area covered by the WSN
and is detected by sensor nodes.
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(a) Centralized target search algorithm
(b) Decentralized target search algorithm
FIGURE 6.1: The packet flow of target search algorithms
Target tracking : sensor nodes sense for the target and keep track of time instances
that they have detected the target.
Target prediction: autonomous robot predicting targets future locations based on
available tracking information.
Target search: autonomous robot looking for the target based on tracking and predic-
tion information.
Let consider, N number of nodes are randomly deployed over an environment and
Nt(< N) number of nodes are detected a target entering to the network at time t. Then
the detected nodes, St = {s1, ..., sk}, transmit an initial message to the sink node informing
the detection. Sink node calculates the initial target location Lt0 = (Xt0 , Yt0) using the
equation (6.1) and send a message to autonomous robot including the calculated target
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FIGURE 6.2: DeTarSK algorithm work flow
detection point. Since, it takes time for these message transmission, it was assumed that
the robot starts the search after a ta time from target detection. Thus, robot does not have
any data about target’s current location or moving direction. This information is gathered
by its neighbourhood nodes in a decentralized way as described in following subsections.
Xt0 =
∑
si∈St
xi
Nt
and Yt0 =
∑
si∈St
yi
Nt
(6.1)
6.3.1 Information Gathering
Information about target is gathered by robot’s local neighbourhood. A message is trans-
mitted to its Va + ε-neighbourhood 3 to request their topology coordinates, transmitting
power and time sets Ztjsi that each node has captured the target. The ε is a value within
0 and Va/2. Then, robot calculates its topology coordinates Lai at time ti using equation
(6.2).
Xai =
|Nai |∑
j=1
wjxj
/|Nai |∑
j=1
wj and
Yai =
|Nai |∑
j=1
wjyj
/|Nai |∑
j=1
wj (6.2)
where, sj ∈ Nai and wj =
Prxj
Ptxj
. Ptxj is the transmitting power of node sj and Prxj is the
receiving power of the message sent by node sj .
3nodes located within a circle centred at the robot’s location with a radius of Va + ε
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6.3.2 Target Trajectory Prediction
In this stage, the target trajectory is predicted using the information gathered in previous
stage. From Ztjsi time sets, the subset of nodes that detected the target at each time instance
can be obtained. Then, Ltjt (k) = (X
tj
t (k), Y
tj
t )(k), the target locations at time tk with
available information at tj (> tk) is calculated using the equation (6.3). This location
information is stored in robot memory for future trajectory prediction as well.
X
tj
t (k) =
[
N∑
i=1
cki xi +X
tj−1
t (k)ntj−1
]/[
N∑
i=1
cki + ntj−1
]
,
Y
tj
t (k) =
[
N∑
i=1
cki xi + Y
tj−1
t (k)ntj−1
]/[
N∑
i=1
cki + ntj−1
]
(6.3)
where, cki = 1, if si node is in the robot neighbourhood and detected the target at time
tk and cki = 0, if it’s not in the neighbourhood or does not detected the target at time tk.
ntj−1 is the number of nodes used to calculate L
tj−1
tk
at time tj−1.
Therefore, the RKF is considered with an uncertainty mobility model to remove the
errors in target detection points. Kalman filter provides a method for constructing an
optimal estimate of the state that consists of a linear dynamical system driven by stochastic
white noise processes [209]. However, it does not address the issue of robustness against
large parameter uncertainty in the linear process model. Therefore, a RKF-based state
estimation algorithm is used for target detected point calculation [182][150].
Since the target detected points are calculated from its current and previous neighbour-
hood information, those might have encountered some errors. Kalman filter has attracted
attention on target tracking in sensor networks in recent past because it provides an opti-
mal way of extracting a signal from noise by exploiting a state space signal model [150].
It provides a method for constructing an optimal estimate of the state that consists of a
linear dynamical system driven by stochastic white noise processes [209]. However, it
does not address the issue of robustness against large parameter uncertainty in the linear
process model. In this problem, model dynamics are unknown but bounded. Therefore,
Kalman filter may lead to poor performance. RKF that focuses on the uncertainties of the
system has been proposed in [209], however, originally this framework was presented in
[210]. RKF was applied to derive an estimate of the mobile target’s location in mobile
sensor network [182] and in Delay-Tolerant Sensor Networks [150], nevertheless, these
algorithms are calculated target locations in a centralized approach. In this algorithm, the
RKF is used in a decentralized manner to remove errors in calculated target positions and
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to predict the target trajectory up to tK time instances, i.e., the largest time instance value
of all Ztjsi time sets that robot received.
The uncertainty mobility model and measurement model used in this paper is as fol-
lows.
xt(k + 1) = (A+B∆(k)K)xt(k) + w(k) (6.4)
y(k) = Cxt(k) + v(k) (6.5)
where xt = [X
tj
t , Y
tj
t , X˙
tj
t , Y˙
tj
t ]
T . (Xtjt , Y
tj
t ) and (X˙
tj
t , Y˙
tj
t ) are the position and velocity of
the target in topology map. ∆(k) = [γ(k) − 10; 0β(k) − 1] is the uncertain matrix. γ(k)
and β(k) satisfy the constraint of 1 − ζ ≤ γ(k), β(k) ≤ 1 + ζ, where 0 < ζ < 1. Thus
∆(k) satisfy the bound ∆(k)T∆(k) ≤ I. w(k) is the process noise with Q covariance that
denotes the driving/acceleration command of the target. v(k) is the measurement noise
with R covariance that denotes the nodes’ topology coordinates error component. A, B,
C and K are as follows.
A =

1 0 t 0
0 1 0 t
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
 , B =

t 0
0 t
0 0
0 0

C =
[
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
]
, and K =
[
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
]
where t is the sampling time.
The non-linear least square method is used to calculate the target trajectory from the
output of the RKF. The trajectory equation varies with time is a 3D Space-time equation
when a 2D network is considered. Hence the space-time equation is divided into two
equations that describe how x and y coordinates of the target varies with time and those
are named as t−x curve and t−y curve respectively. If the network is 3D, three equations
must be calculated namely t− x, t− y and t− z.
The next challenging thing is to find the degree of the t − x and t − y curves. Let
consider p and q are the degree of t − x and t − y curves respectively. Then the sign
changes of Xtjt (k) and Y
tj
t (k) coordinates are considered to calculate p and q as shown
below.
p =
j∑
k=3
signtkx (6.6)
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where, signtkx =
.

1, if (X
tj
t (k)−X
tj
t (k−1))
|Xtjt (k)−X
tj
t (k−1)|
× (X
tj
t (k−1)−X
tj
t (k−2))
|Xtjt (k−1)−X
tj
t (k−2)|
= −1
and|Xtjt (k)−Xtjt (k − 1)| > 1
0, otherwise
q =
j∑
k=3
signtky (6.7)
where, signtky =
.

1, if (Y
tj
t (k)−Y
tj
t (k−1))
|Y tjt (k)−Y
tj
t (k−1)|
× (Y
tj
t (k−1)−Y
tj
t (k−2))
|Y tjt (k−1)−Y
tj
t (k−2)|
= −1
and|Xtjt (k)−Xtjt (k − 1)| > 1
0, otherwise
The t− x and t− y curve equations are given by equations (6.8) and (6.9) respectively.
x = a0 + a1t+ ...+ apt
p (6.8)
y = b0 + b1t+ ...+ bqt
q (6.9)
Equation (6.10) and equation (6.11) can be used to calculate a0, a1, ...ap and b0, b1, ...bp,
which is obtained by using the least square method.
[a0 a1 · · · ap]T = inv(Tx)X (6.10)
[b0 b1 · · · bq]T = inv(Ty)Y (6.11)
where,
Tx =

∑
1
∑
ti . . .
∑
tpi∑
ti
∑
t2i . . .
∑
tp+1i
...
...
. . .
...∑
tqi
∑
tp+1i . . .
∑
t2pi

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Ty =

∑
1
∑
ti . . .
∑
tqi∑
ti
∑
t2i . . .
∑
tq+1i
...
...
. . .
...∑
tqi
∑
tq+1i . . .
∑
t2qi

XT =
[∑
xi
∑
tixi · · ·
∑
tpi xi
]
Y T =
[∑
yi
∑
tiyi · · ·
∑
tqi yi
]
The t − x and t − y equations above describe the behaviour of the target (e.g.: changing
directions) up to tk (< tj) time. However, the requirement of the algorithm is to predict
the target location at time tj , which cannot be obtained by substituting the current time
in the equation. Therefore, to incorporate future behaviours, the time at which the target
changes its direction is considered. Let consider the t − x equation. First, differentiate
the equation with respect to time and equate it to zero to find the set of time values
{td1, td2, ...} that changes the moving direction. Then, the average time of target moving
in same direction ∆t is calculated and the total set of estimated time instances that target
changes it direction is TD = {td1, td2, ..., tk + ∆t, tk + 2∆t, ...}..
After that obtain the final estimated t−x equation that incorporates the all behaviours
as shown below.
Final t− x = a× int t− x+ C (6.12)
where, a and C are constants and
int t− x =
|TD|∏
i=1
(t− TD(i)) (6.13)
To calculate a and C two points at which the target was detected can be substi-
tuted to Final t − x equation and solve them. The Final t − y equation also can be
obtained by following came steps mention above. Then, the targets current location
Lt current = (Xt current, Yt current) can be obtained by substituting tj value to the Final t−x
and Final t− y equation.
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6.3.3 Next State of the Autonomous Robot
In this stage, algorithm calculates the next point for the robot in its move towards the
target as in A* algorithm [211]. The next point calculation is based on grid search as
in [212] and the number of grids in it’s neighbourhood is considered as eight. The grid
locations Gi is based on the robot’s current location Lai and it can be calculated as in
equation (6.14).
XGk = Xai + Vacos{(k − 1)pi/4}
YGk = Yai + Vasin{(k − 1)pi/4} (6.14)
where, k = 1, ..., 8.
Once the grid layout is calculated, robot finds the grids that are free with obstacles.
Then it selects one grid as it’s next point to move based on following equation used in
[212].
F (n) = G(n) +H(n) (6.15)
where, G(n) is the cost of moving from the initial step to the next step on the grid
and H(n) is the cost of moving from a grid point to the target’s predicted current Lt current
location.
For the H(n) calculation, the Euclidean distance in the ML-TM is used. However, the
actual length of the path cannot be calculated because obstacles can be in the way of the
target. Thus, H(n) is a approximate value. The robot calculates F(n) value for all the grid
locations and chooses the grid point that has minimum F(n) value as it’s next state.
6.4 Performance Evaluation
This section discusses the performance of the DeTarSK algorithm. MATLAB based simula-
tion was carried out and two network setups were considered in the evaluation. One is a
sparse network with 1400 sensor nodes and the other one is a circular shape network with
three obstacles and 496 sensor nodes. The circular shape network has three obstacles in
the middle of the network. To model a real communication link between nodes and robot,
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a propagation model proposed in Chapter 3 is used and the equation is shown below.
Prxi = Ptxj − 10εlogdij − Lobi +Xi,σ (6.16)
where, the received signal strength at node i is Prxi , the transmitted signal strength of the
signal at node j is Ptxj , the path-loss exponent is ε, the distance between node i and node
j is dij , Lobi is the loss due to signal absorption from obstacles exist in the line of sight of
node i and j, and the logarithm of shadowing component with a σ standard deviation on
node i at is Xi,σ. The shadowing values are selected from a normal distribution with zero
mean parameter and standard deviation parameter. The absorption coefficient and the
thickness of the obstacle medium, which signal traverses are α and do respectively. Then
Lobi can be calculated as,
Lobi = Σ
n
k=110αdolog(e) (6.17)
where, e is the exponent and n is the number of obstacles exist in between node i and
node j.
To evaluate the performance of proposed target search algorithm, three cases with
different target motion patterns are considered. In all three cases the target and robot are
moving with a speed of 1.5ms−1, 2ms−1 respectively.
Case 1: Target enters to the sparse network at (1, 20), randomly moves around and
leaves the network after 82s at (1, 10). The autonomous robot starts to search the target
from (30, 30) after 5s of target detection
Case 2: Target enters to the sparse network at (1, 25), randomly moves around by
changing the direction more frequently and leaves the network after 84s at (60, 25). The
autonomous robot starts to search the target from (30, 30) after 10s of target detection
Case 3: Target enters to the circular shape obstacle network at (2, 15), randomly moves
around and leaves the network after 44s at (28, 22). The autonomous robot starts to search
the target from (3, 20) after 5s of target detection
For each case, target prediction error that describes the difference between predicted
value and actual location of the target was calculated. Let’s consider Lˆti = [Xˆti , Yˆti ] as
the predicted target location at time ti using the proposed algorithm. Then the target
prediction error can be calculated as,
Epr =
√
(Xˆti −Xti)2 + (Yˆti − Yti)2 (6.18)
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FIGURE 6.3: Results of DeTarSK for case 1
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FIGURE 6.4: Result of DeTarSK for case 2
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FIGURE 6.5: Result of DeTarSK for case 3
Figure 6.3-6.5 show the results for the three cases. The prediction error plots describe
how the proposed method adjusts for the sudden movement changes of the target. For
an example, in Figure 6.3, it can be seen that the prediction error reduces with the time.
However, when the target makes a sudden direction change (at 43s), the prediction error
increases, but it fine tunes using the proposed prediction method and brings down the
error. It can be seen in Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 also. In Figure 6.4, the target follows
a random path, which has many directional variations. However, the proposed method
captures those variations in a few seconds and predicts the target location with an error
less than 5m.
6.4.1 Performance Comparison
The comparison of DeTarSK with other existing algorithm is presented in this section. For
that, a recently proposed P-G algorithm [175] was chosen. It is based on pseudo-gradient
approach that requires a communication hop count and RSSI in the node neighbourhood,
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which haven’t considered in the proposed algorithm. Additionally, a central node does
not control this algorithm, but it is needed to calculate pseudo-gradient in each target
movement. For the comparison, the same three cases described above are used.
Since, DeTarSK algorithm is proposed for topology maps and P-G algorithms is pro-
posed for physical map, it is needed to convert the results for one domain to perform a
fair evaluation. Therefore, DeTarSK robot trajectory in ML-TM is mapped to physical map
using Procrustes Analysis [213]. Let consider X and Y are the topological and physical
coordinates matrices. Then the Procrustes transformation factors can be calculated as in
equation (6.19).
Y = bXT + c; (6.19)
where b is the scaling factor, T is the rotation angle and c is the shift value. In this Chapter,
transformation factors are calculated locally. In other words, robot’s each step coordinates
are transformed to the physical map using its local neighbourhood sensor information.
Figure 6.6-6.8 show the results of three cases. In those three figures, sub-figures (a)
show the proposed algorithms autonomous robot search path in the physical map and
sub-figures (b) show the robot search path using the P-G algorithm in the physical map.
The distance between target and the autonomous robot in each time value is shown in
sub-figures (c). The autonomous robots speed, and capturing time of the target in each
case is stated in Table 6.1. In all three cases the target is moving with a 1.5ms−1 speed.
Also, the P-G algorithm was unable to capture the target with 2ms−1 robot speed as the
target leaves the network as described in the three cases. The reason that P-G algorithm
was unable to capture the target with a lower robot speed is, P-G algorithm does not have
a prediction method to calculate the future behaviour of the target, thus, it takes time to
adjust the moving direction of robot according to the target moving pattern. Therefore,
the robot speed was increased up to 3ms−1 and find out the time required to capture
the target. In case I, described by figure 6.6, proposed DeTarSK algorithm detects the
target in less time and lower speed than the P-G algorithm. In Case II also the proposed
algorithm captures the target much faster than the P-G algorithm with a lower speed. The
reason, as can be seen in Figure 6.7 is that DeTarSK autonomous robot path does not
follow all the steps in the target trajectory, but it predicts the targets future positions from
past knowledge and makes a decision on its next movement. Hence, it is faster than the
P-G algorithm. Case III result in Figure 6.8 shows that proposed algorithm can follow a
target and capture it in a network filled with obstacles. Even in this case DeTarSK was able
to catch the target with lower speed and in less time compared to P-G algorithm. Figures
(i.e Figure 6(c)-8(c)) show that when target changes its direction suddenly the distance
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FIGURE 6.6: Performance comparison for Case 1
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FIGURE 6.7: Performance comparison for Case 2
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FIGURE 6.8: Performance comparison for Case 3
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TABLE 6.1: TIME REQUIRED TO CAPTURE THE TARGET
Case
Robot Speed = 2ms−1 Robot Speed = 3ms−1
DeTarSK P-G DeTarSK P-G
1 70s - 47s 79s
2 80s - 52s 76s
3 29s - 18s 35s
increases. However, compared to P-G algorithm, proposed DeTarSK algorithm detected it
and made required changes to reduce the distance within a few seconds. These results
demonstrate that the DeTarSK algorithm can catch the target within less time and lower
robot speed.
Moreover, the DeTarSK consumes less energy in the WSN compared to the P-G al-
gorithm. The reason is pseudo-gradient need to be calculated in each step of the robot
movement. This required obtaining the hop count from target to each and every node in
the network, which consumes more energy for packet transmission and reception. Also, it
increases the traffic in the network. However, in the proposed method, the robot commu-
nicates with its local neighbourhood that requires only shorter length or one hop commu-
nication links. Thus the proposed scheme gives real-time result with less energy consump-
tion.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented DeTarSK, a decentralized target search and prediction algorithm
for sensor network based environments where it is not feasible to measure physical dis-
tances accurately using techniques such as RSSI. The algorithm uses the maximum likeli-
hood topology coordinates instead of physical coordinates. Knowledge of the target loca-
tion or direction is estimated from time stamps of observations of the target by nodes and
conveyed to the autonomous robot that is searching for the target. DeTarSK is based on
decentralized RKF and a non-linear least square method. It also removes the errors due to
distortion of topology coordinate domain compared to physical domain.
Even though, this method was considered in topology maps, the proposed algorithm
can be also be used in geographical (physical) coordinate system. Other advantages in-
clude the real time decision making with less traffic and energy consumption in the net-
work. To solve the drawbacks in decentralized algorithms, the future target locations are
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predicted using past behaviours of the target.
DeTarSK shows better performance compared to the recently proposed P-G algorithm.
Additionally, the proposed algorithm can be used in unknown environments containing
obstacles in the search path.
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Application 2: Sensor Network
Based Navigation of a Mobile Robot
for Extremum Seeking Using a
Topology Map
This chapter presents another WSN application that uses topology maps. Extremum or
source seeking is an important task in emergency environments that has attracted the at-
tention of researchers recently. To this end, a navigational algorithm for source seeking
in a sensor network environment is presented in this chapter. The solution consists of
a gradient-free approach and a ML-TMs of sensor networks. A robot is navigated using
an angular velocity limited by maximum and minimum constants, and by measurements
gathered by sensors close to the robot’s current location. The location of the robot is cal-
culated using sensor topology coordinates. However, actual physical distances are hidden
in topology maps because of non-linear distortions of physical distances between nodes.
As a result, the control law proposed does not depend on distance-based information.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated using a computer simulation and a real
experimental setup.
This chapter is structured as follows and the main results of the chapter were origi-
nally published in [214, 215]. Section 7.1 offers an introduction and motivation for the
research presented in this chapter. Section 7.2 reviews background research conducted in
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extremum seeking. Section 7.3 presents the proposed algorithm and is followed by the
results in Section 7.4. Finally, Section 7.5 provides a conclusion to the chapter.
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the problem of navigating a mobile robot to the extrema of an environmen-
tal field based on information obtained from a WSN and a topology map is considered. The
environmental field is an unknown scalar function, which represents a spatially distributed
signal that decays away from the source at the maxima. This source may represent a fire
[216], a poisonous gas leak [217], a chemical spill [218] or a radioactively contaminated
areas [219]. As extremum seeking is an important task in emergency source seeking appli-
cations, target tracking applications based on signal decaying and environmental studies
[220, 221], it has attracted the attention of researchers recently [222, 223]. However,
extremum seeking in emergency environments presents certain challenges; making real
time decisions from available information and making correct decisions based on data
corrupted by noise and fading [224, 225].
Existing extremum seeking algorithms [219, 222–224] assume that the mobile robot
is equipped with sensors to measure the environmental field while moving. The response
time of the sensors varies from milliseconds to seconds depending on environmental char-
acteristics and the sensor’s components [226, 227]. Thus, measuring the field value by
using a sensor attached to the robot may not be feasible when the robot is moving fast and
the sensor’s response time is high. On the other hand, if the robot stops at discrete time
intervals to get a stable sensor reading, it may take longer to reach the desired location. To
address these issues, this research proposes a robot navigation algorithm based on infor-
mation gathered by a WSN. Sensor nodes are randomly distributed over the environment
to measure field values and transmit these measurements to a robot. Since the sensors
are static, the accuracy of the readings is higher and the time required to obtain a stable
reading is less than that required in existing systems.
In the proposed algorithm, WSN performs two tasks: measuring field values and pro-
viding information to calculate the robot’s location in the network map. To do this, WSN
requires an accurate localization algorithm. Numerous localization algorithms based on
RSSI, ToA, and AoA have been proposed in the literature [228, 229]. However, in varous
complex and harsh environments, these range-based measurements are affected by noise,
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fading, interference, and multipath [230]. As a result, the accuracy of these algorithms de-
creases [231]. Under such circumstances, WSN topology maps [31, 140, 232] play a vital
role in these environments. The topology map used in this chapter is ML-TM, presented in
Chapter 3, which is obtained using a mobile robot and a packet reception probability func-
tion sensitive to distance. A binary matrix is recorded by the robot. This matrix represents
the packet reception of sensor nodes at the robot’s various locations. The topology coordi-
nates of sensors are extracted from the binary matrix using the packet reception probabil-
ity function. Consequently, this method neither relies solely on connectivity [31, 104] nor
depends on range based parameters [45].
Existing research performed in extremum seeking can be grouped into two categories
based on the approach used. The first involves a gradient-based approach that employs
online estimation of the gradient at the robot’s current location. The algorithms in this
approach are complex and highly sensitive to measurement noises. The second category
incorporates a gradient-free approach that directly uses the field value of the robot’s cur-
rent location. This chapter focuses on a gradient-free algorithm. The advantaged of this
approach have been mentioned previously. In addition, it helps avoid distance distortion
in WSN topology maps. The control law depends on sensor readings and an angular veloc-
ity limited by maximum and minimum constants. Also, the robot is modelled as a unicycle
that travels at a constant speed. An unknown scalar field represents the strength of a spa-
tially distributed signal in the environment, where the source of the distributed signal is
at the extrema. Here, the distribution is arbitrary.
7.2 Background on Extremum Seeking
Prior work in the area of environmental boundary tracking can be grouped in to two cate-
gories, namely gradient-dependent and gradient free approach [223]. Gradient-dependent
algorithms measure a gradient of a field in the environment and navigate the robot along
the gradients using a control law. For an example, a bio-inspired control model is proposed
in [233], an underwater vehicle model is developed in [234], and recently, a model is pro-
posed in [235] to track dynamic plumes. In [236], several gradient dependent algorithms
are demonstrated based on gradient-based contour estimation methods, extensions of the
snake algorithms in image segmentation, artificial potential approach, cooperative distri-
bution of the sensors over the estimated contour, tracking a level curve by the centre of a
rigid formation of multiple sensors based on collaborative estimation of the field gradient
and Hessian. Rosero et al. proposed a gradient based source seeking algorithm in [237],
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which is based on formation control law to estimate the gradient direction. In [238], they
have extended the approach to linear time invariant models. A gradient based perturba-
tion extremum seeking control scheme is presented in [239], to decrease the fluctuation
of convergence. Kebir et al. proposed an extremum seeking control algorithm [240] based
on neural network model, which gives a real-time estimate of the optimal operating point
based on the measurement of external disturbance. However, in practical, derivative in-
formation is unavailable for direct measurement and requires access to the field values at
several nearby locations [223]. Thus, these estimations contain some error factors due to
measurement noises.
The second type, gradient-free algorithm, uses directly the field value at the current
location. In [241, 242], the steering angle of the robot switches between alternatives based
on comparison of current field value with the threshold of interest. Similarly, Barat et al.
[243], proposed an approach with larger set of alternatives to an underwater vehicle.
A control method based on segmentation of the infrared local images of the forest fire
was proposed in [244]. A linear PD controller was designed in [245], which ensures
convergence of a unicycle-like vehicle to a level curve of a radial harmonic field. A sliding
mode control method for tracking environmental level sets is offered in [224] and an
extremum seeking gradient-free algorithm based on numerical optimization method is
proposed in [246]. Moreover, Zhang et al. proposed a feedback linearizable system in
[247], which is a trust region based extremum seeking control that do not require gradient
information.
7.3 System Description and Problem Setup
This section describes a navigation strategy that originates from [248] (see [249, 250]
for details) and uses the topological coordinates instead of the actual physical coordinates
where the real distance values are hidden. The proposed robot navigation based on sensor
network information can be viewed as an example of networked control systems [251–
260]. Additionally, this navigation law does not employ a gradient estimate and it steers
the robot to a point where the distribution assumes a pre-specified value. After approach-
ing to the required position robot can either stops or switches to another guidance law.
Here, a planar mobile robot modelled as a unicycle [223] which controlled by the
time-varying angular velocity ω limited by a given constant ωmax. The robot travels with
a constant speed Vr in the area supporting an unknown field distribution D(r). Here r is
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the vector of Cartesian coordinates (x, y) in the plane R2. The position of the robot can
be represented by a triplet Pr = (Xr, Yr, θt), where (Xr, Yr) is the location of the robot
in topology map and θr is the heading angle measured counter clockwise from x-axis in
topology coordinate system.
The objective of this algorithm is to navigate the robot to the level curve D(x, y) = d0.
Sensor nodes in the network measure the field value at its location and store it in their
memory. While robot is moving, it communicates with it’s neighbour sensor nodes, i.e.
nodes located in within robot’s communication range, and calculates the distribution value
d(t) at it’s current location. Let consider sensor node si measures the distribution value
at its physical location in the network (xi, yi) as smi := D(xi, yi). Nt is the set of nodes
located in robot neighbourhood at time t. Then, robot calculation for it’s topological
coordinates at time t and field distribution d(t) is shown in equation (7.1) and equation
(7.2) respectively.
Xr(t) =
∑
si∈Nt
wiXi∑
si∈Nt
wi
and Yr(t) =
∑
si∈Nt
wiYi∑
si∈Nt
wi
(7.1)
d(t) =
∑
si∈Nt
wismi∑
si∈Nt
wi
(7.2)
where, wi =
Prxi
Ptxi
and (Xi, Yi) is sensor node si topology coordinates. Ptxi is transmit-
ting power of node si and Prxi is receiving power of the message sent by node si. The
reason of introducing a weighting factor wi in equation (7.1) and equation (7.2) is to give
more weight for the values received from near by nodes and lesser weight for the values
received from far away nodes. As the real distance between nodes and the robot is hidden,
transmitting and receiving power is used to get an indication of the distance i.e. d ∝ PrxiPtxi .
The kinematic model used in this chapter is given in equation (7.3) and such a model
describes planar motion of many ground robots, missiles, UAVs and underwater vehicles
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[261–267].
X˙r(t) = Vrcos(θr(t))
Y˙r(t) = Vrsin(θr(t))
θ˙r(t) = ω(t) (7.3)
with, ω(t) ∈ [−ωmax, ωmax] and the initial conditions [Xr(0) = X0, Yr(0) = Y0, θr(0) = θ0].
To design a controller that ensures the convergence d(t)→ d0 as t→∞, the navigation
law stated in equation 7.4 is used [223]. This navigation law belongs to the class of hybrid
or sliding mode systems [268–274].
u(t) = sgn{d˙(t) + X[d(t)− d0]}ωmax (7.4)
where,
sgn(α) =

1 if α > 0
0 if α = 0
−1 if α < 0
X(p) =
γp if |p| ≤ δsgn(p)γδ otherwise
In this equation gain coefficient (γ) and saturation threshold (δ) are design parameters.
Moreover, it is assumed that the function D(.) is twice differentiable [223].
7.4 Performance Evaluation
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated in this section. First, a computer
simulation is carried out to evaluate the performance of the algorithm and compared it
with an existing algorithm. Then, an experimental setup is used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. Following sub sections describe the two evaluation
methods in detail.
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7.4.1 Computer Simulations
Matlab simulation software is used to simulate the test environments. A 60 × 60 sparse
sensor network deployed in a suburban area with 2800 sensor nodes is considered as the
simulation environment. In this section, two scenarios are considered as below.
Scenario 1: One emergency source is located at (38, 35) with a field distribution function
D(x, y) = 10e−{(x−38)2+(y−35)2}/600.
Scenario 2: Two emergency sources are located at (10,18) and (40, 38) with a field dis-
tribution function D(x, y) = 10e−{(x−40)2+(y−38)2}/300 + 10e−{(x−10)2+(y−18)2}/200
The sensor nodes measure the field distribution in the deployed environment D(.).
These measurements are considered as point measurements. If the sensors are perfect,
the measurements should be smi = D(xi, yi) for sensor node si located at (xi, yi) in
physical map. However, the sensor measurements encounter some errors due to aging,
ambient humidity, gases etc. [275]. Hence, to emulate real sensor readings, following
model is considered in this paper.
ŝmi = D(xi, yi) + ei (7.5)
where, ŝmi is the sensor si reading and ei is the sensor offset. In each simulation environ-
ment we define a SNR to calculate the ei value.
Moreover, the propagation model proposed in Chapter 3 is used to simulate the com-
munication link between two sensors or sensor to robot. This model considers the path
loss and shadowing as shown in equation 7.6.
Prxi = Ptxj − 10εlogdij +Xi,σ (7.6)
where, the received signal strength at node si is Prxi , the transmitted signal strength of
the signal at node sj is Ptxj , the path-loss exponent is ε, the distance between node si and
node sj is dij and the logarithm of shadowing component with a σ standard deviation on
node i at is Xi,σ.
The field distribution for Scenario 1 is shown in Figure 7.1. The sensor readings at each
sensor location when ei = 0 is shown in Figure 7.1(a) and level curves are shown in Figure
7.1(b). The field value distribution is shown in Figure 7.1(c). First, the performance of
the algorithm is evaluated when sensor readings are accurate. In other words, the noise
is zero i.e. ei = 0. The goal of the robot is to approach the desired level d0 = 9. The
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FIGURE 7.1: Field distribution of Scenario 1
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FIGURE 7.2: Robot trajectory when measurement error is zero
robots constant speed is Vr = 0.5m/s and time-varying angular velocity is limited by
ωmax = 1rad/s. Moreover, γ and δ is considered as 1 and 0.1 respectively. The robot starts
the search at (10, 50) and navigation trajectory is shown in Figure 7.2. From the figure,
it can be seen that the robot was able to approach the desired level with the proposed
guidance law and topology coordinates of sensors.
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FIGURE 7.3: When SNR = 30 dB in Scenario 1
Then the performance of the algorithm is evaluated against the measurement noise in
sensor readings. Three cases with different SNR values are considered. Those are 30 dB,
20 dB and 10 dB. The results for each case is shown in Figure 7.3-7.5 respectively. Figure
7.3(a)-7.5(a) show the sensor reading with measurement noise at each sensor location
and Figure 7.3(b)-7.5(b) show the level curves in the environment. The robot trajecto-
ries are shown in Figure 7.3(c)-7.5(c). From the trajectory plots, it can be seen that the
smoothness/directness of the robot trajectory is less when measurement noise is high.
For an example, in Figure 7.3(c), the robot trajectory is smooth and robot takes 53s to
reach to the desired level. But in Figure 7.5(c), robot needs 68s to reach to the desired
level and also the trajectory is not smooth as previous two cases. However, the control
law satisfactorily guide the robot towards the desired field level with the sensor topology
coordinates.
In real world scenarios, more than one emergency source may exist in a single envi-
ronment. Thus, two emergency sources located at the same environment as described in
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FIGURE 7.4: When SNR = 20 dB in Scenario 1
Scenario 2 is simulated. The sensor readings at each sensor location when ei = 0 and
t = 1s is shown in Figure 7.6(a) and the corresponding level curves are shown in Figure
7.6(b). The field value distribution for the same conditions is shown in Figure 7.6(c). The
goal of this simulation is to approach the same desired level d0 = 9 in either source and
remove it from the network. Then, navigate towards the desired level of remaining source
and remove it from the network. In this case field function is changing from time to time
and it is illustrated in Figure 7.7. Figure 7.7(a) shows the initial sensor readings at each
sensor locations. This remains same until robot removes one source from the network.
The robot navigation path when two sources are exist in the network is shown in Figure
7.8(a). As in the figure, first robot reaches to the source located at (40, 38) and removes
it from the network. Even though the source is removed, some particles emitted from that
source may remain in the environment for a while and sensors can sense them. Thus,
sensor readings at that time is shown in Figure 7.7(b) and robot trajectory in that time
period is shown in Figure 7.8(b). Then, it is assumed that all the particles emitted from
the removed source is faded after t=110s and the sensor readings at that time is shown in
Figure 7.7(c). The robot navigation path towards the remaining source is shown in Figure
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FIGURE 7.5: When SNR = 10 dB in Scenario 1
7.8(c). Thus, the control law has been able to navigate the robot towards the desired levels
and remove sources from the network even multiple sources are exist in the environment.
Finally, the proposed algorithm is compared with an existing gradient based algorithm
proposed in [237]. In this algorithm, they have considered as each node is equipped with
sensors measuring their relative signal strength and position. Then, it estimates the gradi-
ent directions using neighbours relative signal strength and position. In the comparison,
first the algorithms are compared with accurate sensor readings i.e. ei = 0. Then, the SNR
ratio increased upto 20 dB and 10 dB. The results of three cases are shown in Figure 7.9.
The field distribution function used for the comparison is described in Scenario 1. The
robot speed is considered as Vr = 1m/s and starts the search at (9,10). Figure 7.9(a) and
Figure 7.9(b) show the robot trajectories of the proposed algorithm and gradient based
algorithm proposed in [237] when ei = 0. In this case, the proposed algorithm requires
55s to reach to the desired level, but gradient based algorithm requires 44s. However,
compared to gradient based algorithm, the proposed algorithm has advantages such as
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FIGURE 7.6: Field distribution of Scenario 2
no need of any special sensors to find position or relative signal strength, and less com-
putation cost due to the gradient free approach. Then, as the second case, the SNR was
increased to 20 dB. The results for the proposed algorithm and gradient based algorithm
are shown in Figure 7.9(c) and Figure 7.9(d) respectively. The proposed algorithm takes
59s to reach to the desired level and gradient based algorithm needs 54s, which is almost
same as the proposed method. To consider a noisy environment, the SNR ratio was in-
creased to 10 dB. Figure 7.9(e) and Figure 7.9(f) show the robot trajectories of proposed
algorithm and gradient based algorithm when SNR=10dB. The robot takes 63s to reach
the desired level using the proposed control algorithm and 68s using gradient based algo-
rithm. Hence, it can be seen that when noise is high in the environment, the performance
of gradient based algorithm is less compared to our proposed algorithm. Thus it can be
concluded that the proposed algorithm performs well in noisy environments and also it
has above mentioned advantages over the gradient based approach.
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FIGURE 7.7: Sensor measurements Scenario 2
7.4.2 Experimental Results
To verify the validity and study the performance of the algorithm in real environment,the
proposed navigational algorithm was evaluated using Pioneer 3-DX robot. An area of
8m × 7m was used as the experimental network area and field distribution function was
considered as D(x, y) = 10e−{(x−4)2+(y−3)2}/15. First, a situation with zero measurement
error was considered and the robot positions at different time values in real environment
are shown in Figure 7.10. The collected robot positions are then plotted in a graph using
Matlab simulation software. This Matlab plot of robot trajectory with the field values are
shown in Figure 7.11(a). As the next step, measurement errors were added to the sensor
readings and checked the robot navigation path in the real environment. The navigation
paths when SNR = 20 dB and SNR = 10 dB is shown in Figure 7.11(b) and Figure 7.11(c)
respectively. From the results it can be seen that the proposed navigational algorithm
performs well in noisy environments and that the experiment results are similar to those
of the computer simulation results.
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FIGURE 7.8: Robot trajectories of Scenario 2
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter presented a robot navigation algorithm for extremum seeking using WSN
topology maps. The robot’s control law is gradient-free, and the robot is controlled by a
turning radius bounded by a maximum angular velocity. Notably, this control law does not
depend on any gradient measurements that cannot directly be taken. In literature, naviga-
tional algorithms use physical coordinates of sensors for calculating the robot’s coordinates
or the gradient. This requires special hardware devices embedded in the sensors to obtain
the range measurements such as RSSI and AoA. However, in emergency environments,
due to the high level of noise and fading, it is not feasible to measure physical distances
accurately using range measurements. Given these points, the proposed algorithm uses
the maximum likelihood topology coordinates of sensor nodes that use a packet reception
probability function and a packet reception binary matrix for coordinate calculation.
The performance of the algorithm is evaluated using computer simulation and a real
experimental setup. A sensor measurement model and a propagation model equivalent
to the actual communication and measurement models are used in the computer simula-
tion to obtain realistic data. The proposed algorithm is compared with a gradient based
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(a) Proposed algorithm with zero noise
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(b) Algorithm in [237] with zero noise
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(c) Proposed algorithm with SNR=20dB
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(d) Algorithm in [237] with SNR=20dB
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(e) Proposed algorithm with SNR=10dB
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(f) Algorithm in [237] with SNR=10dB
FIGURE 7.9: Robot trajectory comparison for different noise levels
algorithm proposed in the literature. The results of the comparison reveal that the pro-
posed algorithm performs better than gradient based algorithms in noisy environments.
Moreover, the proposed algorithm has advantages over gradient based algorithms. These
include the fact that no special sensors are required to find position or relative signal
strength, and the lower computation cost of employing a gradient free approach. From
the experimental results, it can be concluded that the proposed navigational algorithm
performs well in noisy environments and that these results are similar to those of the
computer simulation.
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FIGURE 7.10: Robot trajectory in experimental environment with zero measurement
error
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FIGURE 7.11: Robot trajectories in experimental environment
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Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
This chapter summarises the research discussed in previous chapters. It presents the con-
tributions of this research and possible future extension. Section 8.1 presents the summary
and conclusions of the contributions made in this dissertation and Section 8.2 discusses
the potential future extensions of the main contributions.
8.1 Summary and Conclusion
This report primarily focuses on proposing a novel topology mapping algorithm to present
physical layout information such as network shape and voids or obstacles, more accurately.
As discussed in Chapter 1, this is made challenging by wireless communication effects such
as noise, fading, and interference, and cost constraints that prevent the incorporation of
expensive hardware components such as GPS in large-scale deployments. As a result, a
topology map that is fully isomorphic to the physical map of the network has not yet been
proposed. To this end, this report presents a topology map that provides a more accurate
physical representation of the network by using probability of packet reception and maxi-
mum likelihood estimation for coordinate calculation. In doing so, the proposed topology
map does not depend on range based parameters that are unacceptable in complex en-
vironments containing obstacles and does not solely depend on connectivity information
unlike previous topology mapping algorithms proposed in the literature.
A novel ML-TM algorithm for RF WSNs based on maximum likelihood estimation is
developed as the first contribution. The objective of this contribution is to come up with
a topology map that is closer to the actual physical map of the network, but without
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requiring the expenses associated with localization based on actual physical distance mea-
surements. ML-TM is a more accurate map to represent 2D and 3D physical layouts with
voids and obstacles compared to existing alternative topology maps. It uses a packet re-
ception probability function sensitive to distance along with a mobile robot that traverses
the network to calculate the topology coordinates. This algorithm centrally calculates
the topology coordinates, which reduces the computational complexity of the nodes and
increases the accuracy of the generated map. Additionally, a one-hop connectivity error
parameter is proposed to evaluate the accuracy of topology maps by considering the con-
nectivity of a node in the neighbourhood. The ML-TM algorithm is then evaluated against
the recently proposed RSSI localization algorithm and SVD based TPM algorithm. The re-
sults indicate that the error percentage is less than 7% in ML-TM and that it outperformed
the other algorithms. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, this method was demonstrated to be
able to capture various network shapes with obstacles under different environmental con-
ditions. Moreover, ML-TM scales seamlessly to 3D-WSNs, thus enabling its use in networks
consisting of both 3D volumes and 2D surfaces. Therefore, it can be used as an alternative
to geographical maps in the automation of sensor network protocol.
As the second contribution of this report, the proposed topology mapping algorithms
is modified for a MmWave sensor network. Applications that demand WSN bandwidth,
such as habitat monitoring, medical and smart city applications, are now moving from
the RF frequency band to the MmWave frequency band. For this reason, it is necessary to
develop a topology map for MmWave WSN by utilizing the MmWave communication char-
acteristics. One of the major differences in MmWave WSN is the use of narrow beamwidth
antenna arrays instead of omni antennas. The topology map of a MmWave sensor net-
work needs to preserve the connectivity as well as the directionality of nodes. Accordingly,
an MmTM algorithm is presented in Chapter 4 to estimate maximum likelihood topology
coordinates for 3D MmWave WSNs. The coordinates are estimated by utilizing the sector
antennas used in MmWave communication. As in the ML-TM calculation, an automated
mobile robot is used to extract information from sensor nodes. The robot also keeps track
of the packet reception from sensor nodes along with the IDs of the best sectors to com-
municate with. The collected information is then mapped to a coordinate system using
a signal receiving probability function. In this portion of the research, three robot move-
ments were simulated- namely a 2D robot path with VAA, a 2D robot path with VBS and
a 3D robot path to generate an accurate topology map. As MmTM requires preserving the
directivity information in the estimated topology map, a novel sector displacement metric
is proposed. The MmTM algorithm is then compared with two existing algorithms, DR-
MDS and NTLDV-HOP. The results indicate that the MmTM algorithm outperformed these
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algorithms in both connectivity and directivity. The CDF of distance error shows that the
distance error of all nodes in MmTM is less than 5% of the distance error in NTLDV-HOP
and DR-MDS. Moreover, more than 35% of the nodes have having zero sector displace-
ment compared to the other two algorithms.
This centralized topology coordinate calculation is modified to a distributed coordi-
nate calculation as the third contribution of this report. Although centralized coordinate
calculation reduces the computation complexity in sensor nodes, it requires more time.
The objective is to calculate the topology coordinates of the sensor nodes accurately in a
distributed way using the same packet reception probability function as that used in cen-
tralized coordinate calculation. In Chapter 5, a DMmTM algorithm is presented, which
distributively calculates a topology map, closely resembling the physical layout. The cal-
culation of DMmTM was executed in two ways: DMmTM-SS for networks with static
anchors, and DMmTM-HS for networks with static and mobile anchors. Both static and
mobile anchors are aware of their locations, but static anchors are unaware of their beam
direction information. As the DMmTM algorithm calculates topology coordinates at each
sensor, it is more efficient than the two proposed topology mapping algorithms. Further-
more, initially deployed anchors or mobile anchors in DMmTM do not require access to all
the sensors in the network because they select new anchors from sensor nodes after ini-
tial coordinate calculation. Thus, the proposed algorithm does not require careful mobile
anchor path planning or anchor distribution, which pose significant challenges. Finally,
the performance of DMmTM was compared with three algorithms- MmTM, DR-MDS, and
NTLDV-HOP. The performance results demonstrate that the proposed algorithms localize
with distance errors and displacement errors similarly to MmTM. However, the two algo-
rithms are significantly more efficient than MmTM, yet, unlike MmTM they do not require
each sensor node to be directly accessible by an anchor. Furthermore, the two algorithms
outperformed NTLDV-HOP and DR-MDS in both performance metrics.
Next, as the fourth contribution, a target searching and prediction algorithm with a
WSN topology map is proposed as an application of the proposed topology map. The ex-
isting research done in WSN target tracking is based on sensors’ physical coordinates and
distances. The topology coordinate space is a robust alternative to physical coordinates,
and it contains significant non-linear distortions when compared to physical distances be-
tween nodes. Because of this, the objective is to come up with an algorithm that uses
topology coordinates of sensors to search for a target moving in the network. Chapter 6
presents a novel algorithm, DeTarSK, to track and predict target locations in environments
where it is not feasible to accurately estimate physical distances. In such environments,
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where measuring physical distances is not feasible, time stamps corresponding to target
detection by sensor nodes are used to track the target. DeTarSK is based on decentral-
ized robust Kalman filtering and a non-linear least square method. It also eliminates
errors arising from distortion of the topology coordinate domain compared to the physical
domain. Other advantages include real time decision making with lower traffic and en-
ergy consumption in the network. To address the drawbacks of decentralized algorithms,
the target’s future locations are predicted using its past behaviours. Moreover, DeTarSK
demonstrated better performance than the recently proposed P-G algorithm, and it can be
used in unknown environments that contain obstacles in the search path.
As the final contribution of this report, a sensor based extremum seeking algorithm is
proposed in Chapter 7. This algorithm uses a topology map to navigate a mobile robot
towards the extrema. Similarly to the target tracking algorithm, this algorithm does not
depend on any distance-based information, given the non-linear distortions of distances in
topology maps. The control law of the robot is gradient-free and controlled by a turning
radius bounded by a maximum angular velocity. Additionally, the performance of the algo-
rithm is evaluated using computer simulation and a real experimental setup with a Pioneer
3-DX ground robot. A sensor measurement model and a propagation model equivalent to
the actual communication and measurement models are used in the computer simulation
to obtain more realistic data. The proposed algorithm is compared with a gradient based
algorithm proposed in the literature. The results of the comparison reveal that the pro-
posed algorithm performed better than gradient based algorithms in noisy environments.
The proposed algorithm has further advantages over gradient based algorithms. These
include the fact that no special sensors are required to find position or relative signal
strength, and the lower computation cost of employing a gradient free approach. From
the experimental results, it can be concluded that the proposed navigational algorithm
performed well in noisy environments and that these results are similar to that of the
computer simulation.
8.2 Future Work
This section discusses important expansions to the research presented in this report. The
topology map calculations presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 use a single robot to
traverse the network to record information gathered by sensor nodes. When the network
size increases, the time required to gather information from sensor nodes also increases
as the robot needs to covers a larger network area. To reduce the time required to cover
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the network and to increase scalability, network partitioning can be implemented. Several
methods have been proposed in the literature to partition a sensor network [276, 277].
By using one of those methods, a sensor network can be partitioned into two or more
partitions, with a single robot being allocated to each partition to gather information from
sensor nodes. Calculating the topology map can then be executed in two ways. The
first is a distributed topology map calculation, which calculates the topology map of each
partition and then stitches the topology maps of the partitions together. The second way
is a central topology calculation in which sensor information from all the partitions is
collected in one location, after which the topology map calculation is executed.
Another possible extension to increase the accuracy of topology mapping algorithms
is to use more than one robot to traverse the network and scan the same area. Subse-
quently, the best possible packet reception matrix can be obtained using similarities and
non-similarities in packet reception matrices recorded by all the robots.
In the topology map calculation for MmWave WSNs, the optimum sectors are chosen
using the SLS phase of the IEEE 802.11ad standard protocol. However, in reality, this
selection will be affected by multipath effects in wireless communication, which should to
be addressed in future research [278]. One way to address this is to use beam refinement
protocols proposed in the IEEE 802.11ad protocol, which allow more accurate calcula-
tion of node directivity by eliminating the multipath effect [170]. However, the problem
that arises with using these complex beam training protocols is high energy consumption
in sensor nodes as these refinement protocols require greater energy [128]. Therefore,
optimizing the sensor transceiver to use such protocols should also be considered [279].
Moreover, it is possible that some or all of the nodes in the network are mobile [280].
Hence, making topology map calculation based on maximum likelihood estimation adap-
tive to such environments should be addressed in the future. Furthermore, as the DMmTM
calculation proposed in Chapter 5 uses anchor nodes to generate the topology map, an op-
timised protocol for anchor node distribution can be considered in future as an extension
to this research [281].
Moving further, topology map calculation for a smart dust sensor network can be con-
sidered [282]. Smart dust sensor nodes can be mobile and low in power. Thus, the
complexity of the algorithm need to be reduced. The current topology map calculation
considers only the information gathered by the sensors. However, the accuracy of the
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topology map can be increased by considering network properties such as voids or obsta-
cles, along with node connectivity. These physical properties can be recorded by the robot
while moving through the network to gather node connectivity information from sensors.
Real world sensor network environments contain obstacles that can be steady (for
example buildings and trees) or moving (for example humans and vehicles). Avoiding
collisions with these obstacles is one of the key components in robot navigation. In this
case, combining the extremum seeking algorithm proposed in Chapter 7 with obstacle
avoidance techniques would be another direction for future research. Existing collision
avoidance navigation approaches can be generally classified into two groups: global and
local. As global path planning algorithms use a priori information about the environment
to find the safest path to the extrema, the problem of avoiding collisions with moving
obstacles is harder to handle. On the other hand, local path-planning algorithms use
real-time sensory data for optimum safest path calculation, which enables their use in
time-changing environments. Thus, the proposed algorithm in Chapter 7 can be combined
with one of the local obstacle avoidance techniques proposed in [283–285].
Additionally, the sensor network based robot navigation algorithm for source seeking
can be developed to be more efficient using the advanced communication and limited
control methods of [286, 287], as another direction for future research. Many real world
robot navigation applications are in 3D space. However, moving from planar space to
3D space is complex and challenging. In contrast, future research can involve extending
the algorithm to a 3D environment and obtaining the required results. In particular, the
technique in [288] can be used to extend the proposed algorithm to an extremum seeking
navigational algorithm for a 3D environmental.
Another direction for future research can be to apply the approach of this report to var-
ious problems of coverage control. By using maximum likelihood coordinate systems for
robotic sensor networks, the efficiency of coverage control in problems of barrier coverage,
sweep coverage and blanket coverage studied in [289, 290] can be improved.
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Localization Techniques
There are three most popular location calculation techniques used in sensor localization
namely, trilateration, triangulation and maximum likelihood estimation. Those three tech-
niques are discussed in following sub sections.
A.1 Trilateration
Trilateration technique finds the location of a unknown node using the distance to anchor
nodes located within its communication range. In 2D space, this technique requires at
least three anchor nodes as shown in Figure A.1 and four anchor nodes in 3D space. For
the simplicity, a 2D scenario is considered to explain the calculation. One of the drawbacks
in this technique is that it relies on an accurate distance measurement to determine the
position of a sensor node.
Let A, B and C are anchor nodes and i is a location unknown node. The coordinates of
i is (x, y). (xa, ya),(xb, yb) and (xc, yc) are the coordinates of A, B, and C respectively. The
distance from node i to A, B, C are da, db and dac. Then following geometric constraints
can be obtained.
√
(x− xa)2 + (y − ya)2 = da√
(x− xb)2 + (y − yb)2 = db√
(x− xc)2 + (y − yc)2 = dc (A.1)
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FIGURE A.1: An Illustration of Trilateration
By solving equation A.1, the equation A.2 can be obtained to calculate the coordinates
of unknown node i.
PX = Q (A.2)
where,
X =
[
x
y
]
, P = 2
[
(xa − xc) (ya − yc)
(xb − xc) (yb − yc)
]
, Q =
[
xa
2 − xc2 + ya2 − yc2 + dc2 − da2
xb
2 − xc2 + yb2 − yc2 + dc2 − db2
]
A.1.1 Multilateration
If the location of an unknown node is estimated using more than three anchor nodes in
2D space, it is called as multilateration. This produces better results than trilateration
in the presence of erroneous distance measurements. In other words, when more than
three anchors nodes are used, it results an over determined system of equations. Thus,
by solving this linear system, the mean square error in the calculation can be minimized.
This leads to produce a better result than trilateration.
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Let, the coordinate of an unknown node i is (x, y) and n number of anchor nodes
are located within its neighbourhood. The coordinates of n number of anchor nodes are
(x1, y1), (x2, y2),..., (xn, yn) and distance to those nodes are d1, d2,...,dn respectively. Then
equation A.1 can be rewritten as,
√
(x− x1)2 + (y − y1)2 = d1√
(x− x2)2 + (y − y2)2 = d2
... (A.3)√
(x− xn)2 + (y − yn)2 = dn (A.4)
Then, P and Q matrices in equation A.2 can be rewritten as,
P = 2

(x1 − xn) (y1 − yn)
(x2 − xn) (y2 − yn)
...
...
(xn−1 − xn) (yn−1 − yn)

Q =

x1
2 − xn2 + y12 − yn2 + dn2 − d12
x2
2 − xn2 + y22 − yn2 + dn2 − d22
...
xn−12 − xn2 + yn−12 − yn2 + dn2 − dn−12

A.2 Triangulation
In triangulation, the position of a location unknown node is calculated based on the angu-
lar distance between three different pairs of anchors, measured from the unknown node.
Figure A.2 illustrates an example of triangulation calculation. Let A, B and C are anchor
nodes and i is an unknown node. The coordinates of i is (x, y). (xa, ya),(xb, yb) and (xc, yc)
are the coordinates ofA, B, and C respectively. The angles between the line segments con-
necting unknown and anchors are ]AiB, ]AiC and ]BiC. Furthermore, unknown node
i is located at the intersection of the three (imaginary) circles centred at O1,O2 and O3. If
the angular distances are known, then centre of the circles can be obtained.
First consider the anchor nodes B, C and the angle ]BiC. If the arc BC is within the
scope of M ABC, the circle centred at O1 = (xo1 , yo1) with a radius of r1 can be uniquely
identified. The BC major arc subtends a central angle of 2]BiC. Hence, the BC minor
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FIGURE A.2: An Illustration of Triangulation
arc subtends a central angle ]BO1C = 2(pi − ]BiC). Then the centre O1 and the radius
r1 of the circle can be calculated as,√
(xo1 − xb)2 + (yo1 − yc)2 = r1√
(xo1 − xc)2 + (yo1 − yc)2 = r1
(xb − xc)2 + (yb − yc)2 = 2r21 − 2r21cos(]BO1C) (A.5)
Similarly, O2, r2 and O3, r3 can be calculated using angle measurements ]BiA and
]AiC respectively.
A.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Maximum likelihood based methods finds the position of unknown nodes based on a like-
lihood function L(x, y). In other words, the value (x, y) that maximize the likelihood
function is selected as the coordinate of unknown sensor node. This likelihood function
L(x, y) can be any function that defines by a localization algorithm. Furthermore, the
maximum likelihood estimation assumes that measurement values from different anchor
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nodes are independent from each other. Thus, the likelihood function can be written as,
L(x, y) =
n∏
i=1
f(di) (A.6)
where n is the number of measurements and f(di) is a function that depends on the mea-
surement value di. By solving this equation to have a maximum value for L(x, y) the
coordinates (x, y) can be obtained. For an example, in multilateration discussed in Sec-
tion A.1.1, the maximum likelihood coordinate estimation for the unknown node can be
obtained as X = (P TP )−1P TQ. This likelihood function is derived using least square
method to reduce the total distance error to the anchor nodes with respect to the calcu-
lated location of the unknown node.
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Communication Protocols
B.1 IEEE 802.15.4 Protocol for RF Communication
The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol is designed for applications that require low data throughout
and have limited resources of power and computation capability. The main aim of this
protocol is to overcome the drawbacks associated with the existing standards such as
WiFi and Bluetooth [291]. The IEEE 802.15.4 protocol defines the specification of the
physical and MAC layers and supports the network topologies such as peer-to-peer and
star topologies.
There are two types of devices in this protocol, namely, full-function device (FFD) and
reduced function device (RFD). An FFD has the full functions of protocol stack. Thus it
can initiate and manage the whole network by functioning as a coordinator. On the other
hand, it can become a normal device as well. An RFD is a device, which has the basic
functions of the stack to execute extremely simple tasks. Thus the objective of RFD is to
regularly send sensor readings to the user.
There are four types of frames used in the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol. Those are
1. Beacon frame: Used by a coordinator to start a communication or synchronize with
other devices.
2. Acknowledgement frame: Used for confirm successful frame reception.
3. Data frame: Used for all data communication.
4. Command frame: Used for handle all peer entity control transfers.
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Moreoever, there two data transmission types in this protocol. First is a Beacon-disable
networks that FFD coordinator does not send beacons to synchronize with RFDs. These
networks use unslotted CSMA-CA channel access mechanism. Second is a Beacon-enable
networks that FFD coordinator sends beacons periodically to synchronize nodes that com-
municate with it and to define a super frame in which all transmissions must occur. The
super frame is bounded by network beacons sent by the coordinator and is divided into
16 equally sized slots [292]. These networks use slotted CSMA-CA channel access mecha-
nism, where the backoff slots are aligned with the start of the beacon transmission.
B.2 IEEE 802.11ad Protocol for MmWave Communication
To reduce the majority of signal propagation issues, narrow beamwidth antenna arrays
are used in MmWave communication. Therefore, adaptive beamforming has become an
essential aspect of MmWave communication that determines the pair of antenna sectors
with highest signal quality between the transmitter and receiver. In addition, practical
feasibility of adaptive beamforming has been demonstrated through the recent indoor
MmWave (60 Ghz) communication standard IEEE 802.11ad for WLAN. The beamforming
protocol with regards to IEEE 802.11ad is explained in the following subsections.
B.2.1 Overview of beamforming in IEEE 802.11ad
The complete process of beamforming contains three steps: i) Sector Level Sweep phase
(SLS), ii) Beam Refinement Protocol phase (BRP), and iii) Beam Tracking phase (BT).
SLS phase identifies course-grained sector pair and optional BRP and BT phases further
refine the selection. Here the mandatory SLS phase is focused as it provides necessary
background for the development of proposed topology mapping algorithm in this report.
In SLS phase, a series of Sector Sweep (SSW) frames exchange between initiator (the
node that initiates SSW frame transmission) and responder (the pairing node) to find the
optimum sector pairs for data exchange. SLS includes four sub-phases that are schemati-
cally depicted by Figure B.1 and summarized below.
i) Initiator Sector Sweep (ISS): The initiator transmits ISS frames over all its antenna sec-
tors of the total number of antennas (if there is more than one transmit antenna). Each
ISS message contains sector antenna IDs that the packet is being transmitted, the num-
ber of remaining frames (CDOWN) in the sector sweep and the SSW feedback filed does
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FIGURE B.1: Sector Level Sweep (SLS) phase of beamforming
not contain any information. The responder listens on Quasi-omni pattern and record all
received ISS frame information from all directions.
ii) Responder Sector Sweep (RSS): Similar to the initiator, the responder transmits a series
of RSS frames sweeping through all sectors with similar information. In addition, from
the ISS packet with highest received signal quality (SNR), the responder includes the best
sector antenna IDs of the initiator in the SSW-Feedback filed of the RSS frame. In this
sub-phase, the initiator listens to RSS packets on Quasi-omni antenna pattern.
iii) Sector Sweep Feedback (SSW-Feedback): SSW-Feedback packet is transmitted by the
initiator with the best antenna configuration (sector and antenna ID) set in the RSS frame
by the responder. In addition, the initiator determines the best sector antenna IDs for
the responder by evaluating SNR information of all received RSS frames and includes this
information in the SSW-feedback field. Some fields in SSW-Feedback frame is set, only if
BRP phase is desired to be followed.
iv) Sector Sweep ACK (SSW-ACK): It is the last frame transmitted by the responder for
completing the beamforming process. SSW-ACK frame should be transmitted through the
selected sector antenna IDs in the SSW-Feedback. The remaining fields shall set if the
responder desires the transmitter to refine the selection as part of BRP phase.
This type of beamforming will be a desirable process for a reliable MmWave communi-
cation. On the other hand, this leads to additional collisions which handles by carrier sense
multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism in the IEEE 802.11ad
protocol [128, 171].
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Pseudo Codes
C.1 Maximum Likelihood Topology Map Algorithm
C.1.1 Information Gathering and Mapping
1 N ← total number of nodes;
2 T ← Initializing time;
3 while ti < T do
4 sensors transmit signal;
5 robot update the M matrix;
6 end
7 for each node i ∈ N do
8 divide R-neighborhood of packet receiving points in robot trajectory into grids;
9 calculate Pi(xi, yi) for vertices in the grid;
10 find maximum Pi(li) ;
11 coordinatei ← vertex coordinate of maximum Pi(li);
12 end
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C.1.2 Robot Trajectory Automation
1 angle← 90 ; /* moving direction w.r.t. x axis */
2 fwdObstacles← 0 ; /* obstacle detected when angle=90 */
3 bwdObstacles← 0 ; /* obstacle detected when angle=-90 */
4 while receive Np number of packets from all nodes do
5 if Obstacle detected then
6 obstacleRegistry(angle) ; /* see Algorithm C.1.2.1 */
7 storeAngle← angle;
8 angle← 0; go forward ;
9 angle← -1× storeAngle;
10 else if Receive packets from nodes then
11 go forward;
12 else
13 storeAngle← angle;
14 angle← 0; go forward ;
15 angle← -1× storeAngle;
16 end
17 if fwdObstacles==1 and angle==90 then
18 coverObstacles(angle,fwdObstacleCoordinates); /* see Algorithm
C.1.2.2 */
19 else if bwdObstacles==1 and angle==-90 then
20 coverObstacles(angle,bwdObstacleCoordinates)
21 end
C.1.2.1 obstacleRegistry Function
1 Function obstacleRegistry(angle) :
2 if angle==90 and fwdobstacles==0 then
3 fwdobstacles← 1;
4 fwdObstacleCoordinates← (XR, YR) ; /* robot coordinates */
5 else if bwdobstacles==0 then
6 bwdobstacles← 1;
7 bwdObstacleCoordinates← (XR, YR);
8 else
9 return;
10 end
11 end
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C.1.2.2 coverObstacles Function
1 Function coverObstacles(angle,ObstacleCoordinate) :
2 if No obstacle in moving direction 180 then
3 if angle==90 and YR >ObstacleCoordinate(1,2) then
4 angle← 180;
5 go to ObstacleCoordinate(1,1) or until obstacle detected;
6 angle← 90; fwdobstacles← 0;
7 else if angle==-90 and YR <ObstacleCoordinate(1,2) then
8 angle← 180;
9 go to ObstacleCoordinate(1,1) or until obstacle detected;
10 angle← -90; fwdobstacles← 0;
11 else
12 return;
13 end
14 else
15 return;
16 end
17 end
C.2 Millimetre Wave Topology Map Algorithm
C.2.1 Information Gathering and Mapping
1 N ← total number of nodes;
2 while robot receives Np number of packets from all nodes do
3 robot transmit ISS packets from all sectors;
4 sensors receiving those packets transmit RSS packets;
5 robot update the M and A matrices;
6 robot moves to the next step;
7 end
8 for each node i ∈ N do
9 divide R-neighborhood of packet receiving points in robot trajectory into grids;
10 calculate Pi(xi, yi, zi) for vertices in the grid;
11 find maximum Pi(xi, yi, zi) ;
12 coordinatei ← vertex coordinate of maximum Pi(xi, yi, zi);
13 end
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C.3 Distributed Millimetre Wave Topology Map Algorithm
C.3.1 Distributed Millimeter Wave Topology Map for Static System (DMmTM-
SS)
C.3.1.1 Direction Estimation of Anchor Sectors
1 NA ← number of anchors;
2 for i← 1 to NA do
3 anchor ai find it’s set of neighbor anchors κai and optimum sectors to
communicate Hai;
4 for j ← 1 to |κai | do
5 calculate initial sector directions using equation (5.1);
6 end
7 calculate optimum sector directions using equation (5.2);
8 end
C.3.1.2 Information Gathering
1 NA ← number of anchors;
2 NS ← number of sectors;
3 for i← 1 to NA do
4 for s← 1 to NS do
5 anchor ai broadcast a beacon packet from sector s;
6 sensors record anchor location and sector direction angle ;
7 end
8 end
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C.3.1.3 Information Mapping
1 N ← number of sensors;
2 for j ← 1 to N do
3 sensor sj divide R-neighborhood of neighbor anchors into set of grids G;
4 for l← 1 to |G| do
5 calculate Pj((xl, yl, zl)) using equation (5.4);
6 end
7 choose maximum Pj((xl, yl, zl)) value;
8 set that vertex as sensor sj topology coordinate;
9 end
C.3.1.4 Node Filtration
1 N ← number of sensors;
2 NCb ← N ;
3 iterations← iT ;
4 while NCb > 0 or iterations < iT do
5 NCb ← 0;
6 for j ← 1 to N do
7 get neighbor coordinates ;
8 calculate EsjNS using equation (5.6);
9 choose node category;
10 if category==Ca then
11 assign as a new anchor ;
12 broadcast beacon packets;
13 end
14 else if category==Cg then
15 do nothing;
16 end
17 else
18 NCb + + ;
19 recalculate topology coordinates with new and old anchors using
Algorithm 3;
20 end
21 end
22 iterations+ +;
23 end
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C.3.2 Distributed Millimeter Wave Topology Map for Hybrid System (DMmTM-
HS)
C.3.2.1 Information Gathering via Mobile Anchor
1 T ← time mobile anchor traverse in the network;
2 for t← 1 to T do
3 for s← 1 to NS do
4 mobile anchor broadcast a beacon packet from sector s;
5 sensors record anchor location and sector direction angle ;
6 end
7 end
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